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ABSTRACT 
The focus of this thesis is the study of the field electron emission (FEE) of 
diamond and related films synthesized by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. 
The diamond and related films with different morphologies and compositions were 
prepared in a microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor 
and a hot filament CVD reactor. Various analytical techniques including scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and Raman 
spectroscopy were employed to characterize the surface morphology and chemical 
composition. 
The influence of surface morphology on the field electron emission property of 
diamond films was studied. The emission current of well-oriented microcrystalline 
diamond films is relatively small compared to that of randomly oriented 
microcrystalline diamond films. Meanwhile, the nanocrystalline diamond film has 
demonstrated a larger emission current than microcrystalline diamond films. The 
nanocone structure significantly improves the electron emission current of diamond 
films due to its strong field enhancement effect. 
The sp2 phase concentration also has significant influence on the field electron 
emission property of diamond films. For the diamond films synthesized by gas mixture 
of hydrogen and methane, their field electron emission properties were enhanced with 
the increase of methane concentration. The field electron emission enhancement was 
attributed to the increase of sp2 phase concentration, which increases the electrical 
conductivity of diamond films. For the diamond films synthesized through graphite 
etching, the growth rate and nucleation density of diamond films increase significantly 
with decreasing hydrogen flow rate. The field electron emission properties of the 
diamond films were also enhanced with the decrease of hydrogen flow rate. The field 
electron emission enhancement can be also attributed to the increase of the sp2 phase 
concentration.  
In addition, the deviation of the experimental Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) plot 
from a straight line was observed for graphitic nanocone films. The deviation can be 
mainly attributed to the nonuniform field enhancement factor of the graphitic 
nanocones. In low macroscopic electric field regions, electrons are emitted mainly 
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from nanocone or nanocones with the largest field enhancement factor, which 
corresponds to the smallest slope magnitude. With the increase of electric field, 
nanocones with small field enhancement factors also contribute to the emission 
current, which results in a reduced average field enhancement factor and therefore a 
large slope magnitude. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction  
 
  
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Advances in electron source technology have had a profound impact on a 
whole range of applications. Presently, the most widely employed electron source is 
the ‘bulky’ thermionic cathode, which is used in CRT and high power vacuum tubes. 
However, in the quest for miniaturization, recent requirements for electron sources in 
applications such as flat panel displays, parallel electron beam microscopy, 
nanolithography, compact microwave amplifiers and portable X-ray tubes have 
motivated worldwide research on alternative electron sources, which are smaller and 
more efficient. The field electron emission cold cathode has such a potential. Field 
electron emission is defined as the emission of electrons from the surface of condensed 
matter under the action of high electrical field. Compared to the commonly used 
thermionic emission based on a hot filament, the field electron emission source is more 
power efficient. In addition, field electron emission sources also offer several attractive 
characteristics such as instantaneous response to field variation, and resistance to 
temperature fluctuation and radiation.  
This work focuses on the investigation of field electron emission from diamond 
and related films for both the understanding of fundamental physics and the practical 
applications. 
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1.2 The Importance of Field Electron Emission Research 
The electron sources of field electron emission can be utilised in many 
applications such as field emission scanning electron microscopy, field electron 
emission flat panel displays and many other vacuum microelectronic devices [1-7]. 
Field emission display (FED) is one of the most important applications [8-10]. FED is 
a new type of flat-panel display in which electron emitters, arranged in a grid, are 
individually controlled by "cold" cathodes to generate colored pixels. Currently the 
main challenge for FED is to find a phosphor that can work under low voltage. A 
similar technology to be commercialized is the surface-conduction electron-emitter 
display (SED) [11]. The surface conduction electron emitter apparatus consists of a 
thin slit across which electrons tunnel when excited by moderate voltages (tens of 
volts). When the electrons cross electric poles across the thin slit, some are scattered at 
the receiving pole and are accelerated toward the display surface by a large voltage 
gradient (tens of kV) between the display panel and the surface conduction electron 
emitter apparatus. Figure 1-1 shows the working principle of SED. 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Basic working principle of SED [12]. 
 
SED has several advantages over the conventional cathode ray tube (CRT) 
display, Liquid Crystal display (LCD) and plasma display: 
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• Makes possible the thin flat panel display comparable to today’s LCD. As the 
SED monitor does not require electronic beam deflection, it is possible to make 
screens that are only few centimeters thick. 
• Offers a wider field-of-view than LCD. As the SED monitor works with the 
same light production theory as CRT monitors, it can provide a sharper, more 
dynamic color, and a wider field of view than LCDs and plasma displays. 
• Increases the overall power efficiency of display. The SED power consumption 
is only one-half that of a large-screen CRT and about one-third that of a plasma 
display panel. 
•  Makes it easy to integrate small SED with other electronic circuits. 
In some other situations, it is necessary to eliminate unnecessary or even 
harmful field electron emission phenomena. For example, field electron emission can 
happen for metal working under strong electric field. A large emission current will 
produce large amounts of heat, which can damage the metal. In large-scale integrated 
circuits (IC), the distance between components is only several micrometers. For such 
short distances, field electron emission can happen easily even under low voltages. 
This can influence the performance of components and even destroy the whole device. 
Studies of field electron emission can help avoid these phenomena. 
 
1.3 Diamond 
Diamond has a well-known cubic structure (Figure 1-2). It consists of two face-
centered-cubic (fcc) lattices, one of which is displaced by (¼ a, ¼ a, ¼ a), where a is 
the lattice constant of diamond, a=3.567 Å (1Å=0.1nm). There are two atoms in a 
crystallographic unit cell. Each carbon atom has four sp3 bonds with the neighbouring 
four atoms where the bond length is 1.54 Å. Since there are two identical atoms per 
unit cell, only one single band is observed in the Raman spectrum at 1332 cm-1. The 
atomic density of diamond is 1.77×1023/ cm3.  
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Figure 1-2: Cubic structure of diamond [13]. 
 
Diamond is the hardest material in nature and has a high elastic modulus. It is a 
good electric insulator but excellent thermal conductor, and has a low thermal 
expansion coefficient. Diamond is also extremely inert chemically. A summary of the 
properties of bulk diamond is given in Table 1-1. 
 
Table 1-1: Summary of diamond properties. 
 
Property Value Units 
Hardness 10 Mohs scale 
Young’s modulus 1.05 × 1012 N/m2 
Density 3.52 g/cm3 
Unit cell spacing 0.3567 nm 
Nearest neighbor 0.1545 nm 
Thermal conductivity 20 W/K/cm 
Thermal expansion 
coefficient 8 × 10
-7 (298 K) 1/K 
Dielectric constant 5.7  
Band gap 5.47 eV 
Resistivity > 1016 Ohm·cm 
 
The superior properties of diamond make it attractive for industrial machining 
such as grinding, sawing, and drilling. In recent years it has been this unique 
combination of properties that have made diamond attractive to the electronics 
community (e.g., high resistivity with high thermal conductivity). Applications ranging 
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from heat sinks to vacuum microelectronic field emitters have been demonstrated. 
Furthermore, with recent progress in the development of micro-electromechanical 
systems (MEMS), the exploitation of diamond for improved electrical, mechanical, 
and chemical behavior continues. 
 
1.4 Diamond as Cold Cathode Material 
1.4.1 Unique Properties of Diamond Beneficial for Field Electron Emission 
 Cold cathode materials currently used such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have 
some disadvantages in FEE stability and longevity. Some researchers have observed 
the modification of surface morphology due to the evaporation of CNTs in FEE 
experiments. Diamond can overcome these problems due to its excellent properties 
such as good mechanical and chemical stability, high thermal conductivity, and high 
resilience against radiation [14, 15]. Diamond film also possesses negative electron 
affinity (NEA), which can make it emit electrons at low electric fields. Major 
advantages of diamond film for field electron emission applications are: (1) superior 
electronic properties at high temperatures and harsh environments; (2) high breakdown 
voltage, electron saturation velocity, carrier mobility, thermal conductivity, and 
electrical stability for microelectronic devices with very high power and frequency 
possibilities; (3) wide-band gap and NEA properties for vacuum microelectronics with 
outstanding power, speed, and radiation hardness; and (4) chemical and electrical 
stability, compatible with hostile environments for field electron emission applications. 
The properties of diamond and related films have been extensively investigated. 
However, experimental data available on these properties tend to be rather scattered 
since they are very much dependent on the film growth conditions. Nevertheless, Table 
1-2 gives a summary of the properties of various diamond surfaces that are important 
for understanding field emission phenomena from this material.  
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Table 1-2: Typical values of energy band-gap gE , electron affinity χ , and 
work function φ  for various diamond surfaces. 
 
Type Parameters 
 gE  (eV) χ  (eV) φ  (eV) 
Bare diamond 5.47 0.38 4.97 
Diamond covered by H 5.47 −1.27 3.52 
 
An important property of diamond is its negative electron affinity. The electron 
affinity χ  is defined as the energy difference between the vacuum level and the 
conduction band minimum (CBM). The electron affinity value represents the energy 
needed to extract an electron from the CBM to vacuum. When an electron is raised 
from the valence band to the CBM by photon excitation in a semiconductor, such an 
electron is not free to leave the sample because it encounters an energetic barrier of a 
few eV at the surface, i.e. the electron affinity. Such a semiconductor has a positive 
electron affinity (PEA). However, an electron at the CBM is free to leave a diamond 
surface that has NEA.  
It is now quite clear that a pure diamond surface has a PEA, but it is small – in 
the region of ~0.38 eV [15]. If a diamond surface is terminated with hydrogen, it may 
have negative electron affinity and the exact value depends on the percentage of 
hydrogen coverage over the surface [15]. For a diamond film synthesized by CVD, its 
surface will be automatically terminated with hydrogen due to the presence of 
hydrogen plasma in the synthesis process. For natural diamond, the following steps 
may be followed to hydrogenate its surface [15]: first, the diamond is subjected to 
annealing under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions at 1400 K for ~12 minutes to 
remove the surface contamination. This process is then followed by a treatment in 
hydrogen plasma at about 1100 K for ~10 minutes. 
Cui et al. attributed the origin of NEA of hydrogenated diamond to the surface 
electric dipole formed by the C-H bond that is more electronegative to C [15]. The 
length of the dipole is about 1.1 Å and an electron will see a potential drop in the 
dipole layer formed by C-H bonds as large as 1.65 eV, which is equivalent to the 
change in χ  from bare to hydrogenated diamond. This value is so large mainly due to 
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a high density of surface dipoles on account of the small lattice constant of diamond. 
Also, the short atomic distance over which the potential drops, allows electrons to 
tunnel readily through the narrow potential barrier.  
 
1.4.2 Field Electron Emission from Diamond Films 
1.4.2.1 Deposition Techniques 
The diamond films have been prepared mainly by plasma enhanced chemical 
vapour deposition technology. The growth process essentially consists of two steps and 
the typical growth conditions in a microwave plasma enhanced CVD reactor are given 
in Table 1-3 [16]. The first step is the negative bias enhanced nucleation process and 
the second step is the diamond growth process. Briefly speaking, the CVD technology 
relies on a sequence of chemical reactions occurring both in the gas phase and on the 
solid substrate surface. 
Table 1-3: Typical conditions for diamond film deposition on a silicon 
substrate using the microwave CVD technique. 
 
First step 
 Pressure (Pa) 4 × 103 
 Substrate temperature (°C) 690–820 
 Microwave power (W) 360–620 
 Reaction sources CH4/H2 
 Total flow (sccm) 100 
 CH4 concentration (%) 1.7 
 Bias voltage (V) −250 
 Time (min) 15 
 
Second step 
 Pressure (Pa) 4 × 103 
 Substrate temperature (°C) 690–820 
 Microwave power (W) 360–620 
 Reaction sources CH4/H2 
 Total flow (sccm) 100 
 CH4 concentration (%) 0.5 
 Time (min) 45 
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1.4.2.2 Basic FEE Characteristics 
Field emission current versus applied electric field (I-E) characteristic: As 
essential data, field emission currents are recorded at a sequence of vacuum gap 
voltages. The current–field (I–E) data may then be plotted and compared with the 
Fowler–Nordheim formula. This is to check if the electrons are really emitted by a 
tunneling process. Figure 1-3 shows the I–E curve and its corresponding F-N plot 
obtained from a diamond film. The details of the F-N plot and its use in determining 
two important FEE parameters, the effective emission area α  and the field 
enhancement (FEF) β , will be discussed in Chapter 2. It is often necessary to undergo 
a switch-on process before a reproducible I–E characteristic may be observed [17]. 
From an I–E characteristic curve, the current density may be determined by dividing 
the total current by the total surface area of the sample. This value is useful for 
checking whether the electron emission meets the requirement for a particular 
application. For instance, a current density of 10 mA/cm2 is necessary for a field 
emission flat panel display. The corresponding electric field necessary for obtaining 
the above minimum current density can then be determined and may be defined as the 
threshold field.  
 
Figure 1-3: The I–E curve and the corresponding F–N plot (inset) of a CVD 
diamond film. 
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Spatial distribution of emission sites: It has been observed that the electron 
emission from a substrate surface is nonuniform and the effective emission area α  is 
much smaller than the surface area. This is supported by the experimental evidence 
collected using the analytical techniques developed independently by Xu et al. and 
Wang et al. [18, 19], which reveal that emission is always from localized regions on 
the surface.  
However, a uniform distribution of emission over a flat film is required for 
large-area applications. Since a good I–E characteristic is not enough to provide this 
information, the transparent anode imaging technique developed by Latham et al. has 
been adapted and extensively used for imaging emission from flat diamond films [20]. 
The transparent anode consists of a glass disc coated with conducting tin oxide film, so 
that visible transition radiation can be produced by impacting electrons. Thus, the 
position of an emission site on the cathode surface is directly marked on the anode by 
light generated by impacting electrons. Accordingly, the spatial distribution of these 
pinpoints of light represents a map of emission sites on the surface of the sample. Such 
a distribution and its variation with time are constantly recorded using a CCD camera 
directly facing the sample surface. Xu and Latham succeeded in recording the spatial 
distribution of electron emission from large-area CVD diamond films, as shown in 
Figure 1-4a [21]. Since the vacuum gap between the anode and the emitting surface is 
small, the divergence of the electrons from an emission site is not significant. 
Therefore, the emission sites on the surface of the diamond film correspond to the 
white spots in the image shown in Figure 1-4a. The value of the site density was 
obtained by counting the total number of white spots and dividing it by the total area of 
the sample surface. In addition, the site density was also studied as a function of 
applied electric field. Comparing Figure 1-4b and c, it is obvious that with increasing 
field, the site density also increases [22]. This indicates that the emission sites have 
different I–E characteristics: some sites emit at low fields and others at high fields.  
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Figure 1-4: (a) The emission-site distribution of a large-area (12 mm in 
diameter) CVD diamond film. (b) and (c) The site density increases at higher 
electric field [22].  
 
The spatial distribution of emission sites on the emitting surface with a 
nanometer resolution can be obtained using the field emission microscopic imaging 
technique. One may use this method to obtain an enlarged image of a white spot as 
shown in Figure 1-4. Such a spot in fact often consists of a number of much smaller 
spots with irregular shapes (top-left of Figure 1-5 [22]). These field emission images 
contain important information as to which crystalline surface has strong FEE ability. In 
order to obtain experimental evidence to show the exact correlation between the field 
electron emission image and the SEM image, the conventional field emission 
microscopic technique was developed and combined with UV photoelectron emission 
microscopy. Wang et al. employed a projection electron emission microscope to 
investigate if there is a correlation between the surface feature and the emission site 
[23]. No such relationship was found with diamond films. But, it may be necessary to 
use a high-resolution photo/field emission electron microscope (PFEEM) for further 
studies.  
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Figure 1-5: Field emission microscopic images of a CVD diamond film may 
have shapes in rectangular form (a), which may be correlated to shapes of the 
diamond crystallites shown in the SEM image (b) [22].  
 
Effects of electrical conductivity: Even if the surface of a diamond film has a 
low surface electron affinity, it is difficult to observe continuous low-field electron 
emission, since the diamond film may not have enough conduction electrons to be 
supplied to the emitting surface. In a photo cathode, electrons emitted into vacuum are 
first promoted from a valence band to a conduction band by photon excitation. For a 
cold cathode field-emitter, however, conduction electrons will not be available for 
diamond film due to its low electrical conductivity. The ideal situation is to have an n-
type diamond that may have electrical conductivity as high as that of n-type silicon. 
However, this so far has not been achieved, due to the difficulty in doping diamond. 
The reason for this is believed to be due to the very special crystalline structure of 
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diamond in which all the carbon atoms form very stable structures with very small 
lattice constants.  
 
1.4.2.3 Field Electron Emission Mechanism 
There is not yet a widely accepted model for explaining the phenomenon of 
field emission from diamond films. A number of models proposed so far have some 
degree of similarity, which is illustrated in Figure 1-6 [24]. Graphite inclusions are 
assumed to exist in grain boundaries (Figure 1-6a) and can act as conduction channels 
for electron transport, as shown in Figure 1-6b [25]. With the application of an electric 
field the electrons may be injected into the conduction band of the diamond film 
through the conduction channels, from which situation they may then be emitted. 
Some other researchers have also found that the electrons are emitted from diamond 
grains rather than grain boundary areas [22]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1-6: (a) The microscopic details of the CVD film in favour of low-field 
emission, which was assumed to have graphite inclusions along the grain 
boundaries. (b) Illustrating how a graphite inclusion may act as conduction 
channels [24, 25]. 
 
1.4.3 Fabrication of Diamond Field Emitters 
Diamond films have potential applications in field electron emission devices. 
Currently, a significant technical challenge is to fabricate diamond field emitters. 
There have been a number of successful attempts in this aspect [26, 27]. An easy way 
to produce diamond emitters is to coat either Spindt field emission arrays (FEAs) or 
silicon emitter arrays with a thin film of diamond. However, eventually large-area 
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arrays with emitters completely made from diamond and related materials will have to 
be realized.  
The most compelling work on diamond-emitter array fabrication was reported 
by Kang et al. [28]. They have developed techniques for producing arrays of diamond 
microtips with extractor gates, as shown in Figure 1-7. The technique developed by 
Kang et al. is based on the use of an array of silicon mold. In their initial work, arrays 
of diamond microtips without extractor gates were produced (Figure 1-7a). A silicon 
(1 1 1) wafer was used as substrate, and the array of molds were first created by 
isotropic etching. The diamond film was then deposited onto the silicon substrate. 
Deposition conditions were adjusted so that the diamond microtip contained a 
significant amount of graphite components as detected by Raman spectroscopy. It was 
proposed that the possible formation of diamond–graphite interlayer structure may be 
responsible for the low-field emission. Later, the above technique was developed to 
produce a 2 × 2 array of diamond microtips with extractor gates (Figure 1-7b).  
 
 
 
Figure 1-7: SEM images of a single diamond nanotip (a) and the array of the 
gated diamond nanotips (b) [28].  
 
1.5 State of the Problem 
In recent years, much effort has been put into the field electron emission of 
diamond and related films. Although there are still no satisfactory theories that can 
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explain all the experimental results, experimental observations suggest the following 
basic features: 
• Surface morphologies have important influence on the field electron emission 
property. The sharp structures such as tips and ultra-tips can improve the field 
electron emission properties greatly. It can reduce the turn-on electric field and 
enhance the field electron emission. However, it is still unclear about the 
influence of grain morphologies on the field electron emission properties of 
diamond films. At the same time, it still remains a problem on how to 
synthesize diamond films with various tip structures. 
• The sp2 phase plays an important role in the field electron emission of diamond 
films. Many researchers concluded that the formation of small sp2 regions 
embedded in the sp3 matrix will lead to low turn-on fields [5-8]. In order to 
explain the field electron emission experimental results of diamond and related 
materials, V.D. Frolov et al. proposed a physical model of the field electron 
emission process, which has been called the conduction channel model [29]. 
The model suggests the existence of narrow conduction channels between 
insulating diamond grains. Electrons are transferred from a conductive channel 
into the vacuum through a specific region which is positioned at a boundary 
between the conducting and insulating phases of the film materials. Large grain 
boundary areas, which can be realized by reducing the grain size, will increase 
the number of conduction channels. Another way to increase the conduction 
channels is to increase the sp2 phase concentration in the diamond films 
directly. However, the knowledge on how to adjust the sp2 phase concentration 
in diamond films is still limited. 
• Single cold cathode material normally has only one, sometimes several, but 
rarely all properties beneficial for field electron emission. Diamond and 
graphite are two typical carbon-based materials. They have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. It is important to combine diamond and graphite 
for the fabrication of field electron emitters. 
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1.6 Objective of This Work 
The objectives of this work are as follows: 
• Selective and controlled growth of diamond films with specific morphologies 
for field electron emission applications. 
The selective and controlled growth of diamond films is necessary for the 
fabrication of diamond emitters with required morphology and composition. Due to its 
high mechanical strength and chemical stability, Si-based microfabrication methods 
are difficult to apply to diamond films. One attempted idea has been to make Si 
components to near-net shape and then coat a layer of diamond films on the surface. 
Much effort has been put into the manufacture of Si microtip arrays coated with 
diamond films. However, this method does not provide a satisfactory solution, since 
the mechanical properties of such devices are still dominated by the Si core. 
Combining the Si-based microfabrication technology with selective and controlled 
growth technique offers a solution to solve this problem. In general, synthesis of 
diamond thin film requires a nucleation layer, which is usually achieved by exposing 
the substrate to a suspension of fine diamond particles. Using photolithography, 
photoresist is patterned on the substrate to prevent seeding to a selected area, which 
realizes the so-called selective deposition. 
• Enhancement of field electron emission properties by synthesizing diamond 
films with high sp2 phase concentrations. 
The main problem for the field electron emission of diamond films is low 
electrical conductivity, which limits the electron transport and thus the emission 
current. As a material with wide band gap, the n-type doping of diamond films has not 
yet been effectively realized. However, the conduction channels between the grain 
boundaries can provide paths for electron transport. The number of conduction 
channels depends on the grain boundary areas and sp2 phase concentrations. Although 
reducing grain sizes can increase the grain boundary areas, it is much more efficient to 
adjust the sp2 phase concentration in the diamond films by controlling the deposition 
conditions. 
• Fabrication of diamond field emitters with desirable field electron emission 
properties. 
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In general, single carbon-based material cannot have all the properties 
necessary for field electron emission with high performance. But each of them has one 
or several special properties that can enhance field electron emission. Based on this 
point, a field emitter with better field electron emission property can be fabricated by 
combining several carbon-based materials. 
• Study of field electron emission mechanism. 
It can be found from the Fowler-Nordheim equation that there are two ways to 
enhance the field electron emission property of emitters. One is to enlarge the field 
enhancement factor. As the field enhancement factor is determined mainly by the 
surface morphology of emitters, it is necessary to investigate systematically the 
influence of surface morphology on the field electron emission property. The other 
method is to increase the effective emission areas of field emitters. Until now, 
increasing the effective emission areas remained a major problem. In this PhD work, 
the field electron emission properties of diamond films with different morphologies 
and compositions have been compared. 
 
1.7 Major Results of This Project 
Some major results of this project are as follows: 
• Surface morphology has important influence on the field electron emission 
properties of diamond films. Firstly, by reducing the grain sizes, the field electron 
emission properties of diamond films have been enhanced due to the increase of 
effective emission areas. Secondly, diamond films with randomly oriented grains 
exhibit larger emission current than those with well-oriented grains. The enhancement 
of the field electron emission property is mainly due to the larger effective emission 
area of randomly oriented diamond films. Thirdly, for the diamond films with well-
oriented grains, the field electron emission properties were enhanced with the decrease 
of top area of grains. The increase in the field enhancement factor is the main reason 
for field electron emission enhancement in this case. In addition, diamond nanocones 
with large aspect ratio have been synthesized successfully. Superior field electron 
emission properties were observed for diamond nanocones due to very large field 
enhancement factors.  
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• The effective emission areas of diamond films can be increased by increasing 
the sp2 phase concentration, which can provide more conduction channels for the 
electron emission. For diamond films synthesized using H2 and CH4, this can be 
realized by increasing the CH4 concentration during deposition. For diamond films 
synthesized using graphite etching, the sp2 phase concentration can be increased by 
decreasing the H2 flow rate during deposition. 
• The nonlinear Fowler-Nordheim plot was observed for graphitic nanocone 
films. A new mechanism, the nonuniform field enhancement factor, was proposed to 
explain this phenomenon.  
 
1.8 Organization of the Thesis 
In this chapter the discussion was focused on the importance of field electron 
emitters and their applications. A brief introduction to the qualities that make 
diamonds excellent field emitters was given along with the possible applications that 
they may have. 
In Chapter 2 a detailed discussion of the electron emission will be presented. 
Several field electron emission mechanisms, including thermionic emission, 
photoelectric emission, field electron emission from metallic emitters, and field 
ionization, will be discussed. 
Chapter 3 will cover the detailed experimental procedures and experimental 
setups that were used. It will also cover growth processes for different samples used in 
the experiments. 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 will present the main results. In Chapter 4, field electron 
emission characteristics of diamond films with different surface morphologies are 
studied, including microcrystalline diamond films with different grain morphologies, 
nanostructured carbon-based films, and diamond composite films. In Chapter 5, effects 
of sp2 phase concentration on the field electron emission characteristics of diamond 
thin films are investigated. In Chapter 6, nonlinear Fowler-Nordheim plots of the field 
electron emission from graphitic nanocones are presented and discussed. The 
nonlinearity is attributed to the influence of nonuniform field enhancement factors. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2  
 
Field Electron Emission Theory 
 
In this chapter various mechanisms of electron emission from solids are 
presented.  
 
2.1 Work Function of Solids 
Inside a metal, the behavior of electrons can be approximately described by the 
free electron gas model. The electrons move freely inside the metal. Electrons are 
unable to come out of the metal surface freely because there is a potential barrier at the 
surface. This surface barrier is called the work function. It represents the difference in 
energy between the highest normally occupied electron energy level inside the metal 
and the state of an electron at rest outside the surface. The phenomenon of electron 
emission occurs when electrons overcome this surface barrier and come outside of the 
surface. 
The work function plays a decisive role in all electron emission phenomena. 
The work function of a metal depends both on its bulk properties and on the 
characteristics of its surface. The energy difference involved in the definition of the 
work function can be divided into two parts: the energy of the highest filled level in the 
metal relative to the mean electrostatic potential inside, and the difference between this 
interior potential and the potential outside. The former has nothing to do with 
conditions at the surface and thus involves only the bulk properties of the metal. The 
latter involves the surface and is influenced by the surface structure. 
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Before the 1960’s, the electron theory of metals was primarily concerned with 
properties of the metal interior. These bulk properties are of fundamental interest. The 
theory of bulk metal properties gives a quantitatively accurate description of wide 
classes of metals. However, the theory of metal surfaces lagged far behind at the time. 
This was primarily due to the additional difficulties introduced by the rapid decrease of 
electron density near the surface. 
In metals, the positive charges are fixed in space, and they cannot move freely. 
However, electrons can move freely. So the positive charge density is constant up to 
the surface and zero beyond the surface. It is a step function. The electron density 
equals the positive charge density in the deep interior, but falls gradually rather than 
suddenly to zero as the surface is crossed. The result is a double layer, with an excess 
of negative charge just outside the surface and an excess of positive charge just inside. 
This double layer produces an electrostatic potential that results in a positive 
energy barrier that makes it difficult for electrons inside to escape from the surface. 
However, the work function does not only come from this double layer ‘dipole’ 
potential. Outside the surface, electrons experience the classical image potential [30, 
31]. In the intermediate region the potential connects smoothly across the surface [30, 
31]. Bardeen made an important contribution to the theory of metal surfaces in 1936 
by performing an approximately self-consistent calculation for the metal sodium [30]. 
The wave functions of the conducting electrons of the sodium crystal are, except in the 
immediate vicinity of the ions, very nearly the same as those of perfectly free electrons 
[30]. By taking the surface dipole layer potential energy into the free electron gas 
model, Bardeen calculated the work function of sodium to be about 2.35 eV, which 
agrees well with the experimental value of 2.46 eV. However, after Bardeen’s work, 
there was almost no progress in the theory of metal surfaces for thirty years. During 
the middle of the 1960’s the development of the density functional theory by Kohn et 
al. greatly advanced the treatment of electron systems, especially in inhomogeneous 
electron gas system [32-35]. Based on this theory, Lang and Kohn [36] developed a 
self-consistent scheme for calculating the work function for metals, taking into 
consideration the surface double layer dipole potential and the image potential. They 
developed their method based on a model of metals in which the positive ionic charges 
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inside the metal are replaced by a uniform charge background of positive charge 
density. Their results from the calculated work function quantitatively agreed with the 
experimental results of many metals. This method laid down the foundation of 
calculating work functions and has been improved and modified [37]. 
 
2.2 Electron Emission 
Electron emission is the process of extracting electrons from the surface of a 
solid. This phenomenon is characterized by getting electrons to overcome the natural 
energy barrier existing at the surface and emit out. Electrons can be removed from 
solids by: 
1. Providing electrons with sufficient kinetic energy to surmount the potential 
barrier at the surface of the solid, or 
2. Reducing the height of or thinning the barrier, so that the electrons can 
penetrate the barrier and escape by virtue of their wave characteristics: 
tunneling. 
Sufficient kinetic energy may be given to electrons by application of heat, 
resulting in thermionic emission, or by absorption of light quanta of sufficient energy 
to cause photoelectric emission. Reduction and thinning of the barrier could be brought 
about by application of high electric fields to the surface, leading to field electron 
emission. Finally, electron emission from solids can also be caused by the incidence of 
energetic particles, such as electrons, positive ions, and neutral atoms. 
Figure 2-1 is a schematic of the electron energy versus position inside a metal. 
It is convenient to consider a metal as a box within which the potential energy of an 
electron is lower than that of an electron outside by an amount δ , as illustrated. Here, 
δ  is the energy difference between the bottom of the metal conduction band and the 
vacuum level. In the box, at absolute zero temperature, the electrons have kinetic 
energies which are distributed up to the Fermi level fE . The distance between the 
Fermi level and the vacuum potential level is the work function ϕ , which is the work 
necessary to remove an electron from the metal. 
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of the electron energy in a metal. 
 
2.3 Thermionic Emission 
Thermionic emission from metal surfaces is caused by the transfer of energy 
from vibrations of the crystal lattice to the free electrons, a process that is enhanced at 
elevated temperatures. A necessary but not sufficient condition for emission is that 
electron energy should be greater than the height of the potential barrier.  
At zero temperature the electron distribution function has the form of a step 
function: 
1 
( ) 0 { ff
E E
n E E E
<
>= .                                      (2-1) 
At a finite temperature, the step distribution function becomes smoother as 
electrons can be excited to occupy energy levels higher than the Fermi level. The 
energy distribution function is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function 
1( )
exp 1f
n E
E E
kT
= −⎛ ⎞ +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                                         (2-2) 
where ( )n E  is the probability density of occupation (average number of electrons per 
unit energy per unit volume) of a state with energy E , fE  is the Fermi level 
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mentioned above and illustrated in Figure 2-1, -231.38 10  J/Kk = ×  is the Boltzmann 
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. It can be seen from Equation 2-2 that the 
probability of occupation increases when the temperature increases for the same 
energy difference fE E− , and decreases when the energy difference fE E−  increases 
at the same temperature. It is convenient to assume that without the presence of an 
external electric field (i.e., the vacuum level remains flat at the surface) only electrons 
with energy levels higher than the vacuum level are able to escape over the barrier into 
the vacuum. This is understandable because the tunneling probability of an electron 
through an infinitely wide barrier is nearly zero. 
When the temperature T  is very low, the density of electrons that have energy 
higher than the vacuum level is extremely small, and therefore the electron emission 
from the material is undetectable. When the material is heated, more electrons will be 
thermally excited to occupy energy levels higher than the vacuum level. Thus 
thermionic electron emission occurs.  
Richardson and Dushman [38, 39] investigated electron emission from metals 
at high temperatures and developed a thermodynamic theory from which they related 
the current density j  to the absolute temperature T  of the metal. The thermionic 
current density J from a metal surface with a work function ϕ  and at a temperature T 
can be given by the following equation: 
 
min
( ) ( )
E E
j en E v E dE
≥
= ∫ ,                                                (2-3) 
where e is the magnitude of electron charge, E is the electron energy, and ( )v E  is the 
velocity distribution. ( )n E dE  is the density of electrons, in the energy range between 
E and E + dE, per unit volume, which can be written as: 
3 2
3
8( )
1 exp( )
m v dvn E dE E e
kT
π
ϕ= −+=
.                                       (2-4) 
By integrating Equation 2-3 for energies sufficient to escape the potential 
barrier, i.e. minE E eϕ≥ = , the Richardson-Dushman equation is obtained: 
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where / 2h π== , h  being Planck’s constant. 
Nordheim [40] obtained a similar formula, including the possibility that an 
electron can be reflected back into the metal after escaping from the metal: 
2(1 ) exp ej A r T
kT
ϕ⎛ ⎞= − −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ,                                        (2-7) 
where r is the probability that electrons which have sufficient energy to get over the 
barrier are reflected back. 
 
2.4 Space Charge Limited Current 
Space charge is a localized region of excess negative charge that occurs near a 
metal surface emitting electrons. The space charge limited current was discovered by 
Clement Dexter Child and Irving Langmuir. The description of this current was called 
the Child-Langmuir Law, which states that the space charge-limited current (SCLC) in 
a plane-parallel diode varies directly as the three-half power of the anode voltage Va 
and inversely as the square of the distance d separating the cathode and the anode. 
Thus, 
3
2
0
2
4 2
9
aVej
m d
ε= ,                                                    (2-8) 
where j is the current density, 0ε  the permittivity of free space, e the magnitude of 
electron charge, and m the free electron mass [41].  
 
2.5 Schottky Emission 
Under the action of applied electric fields the work function is reduced to: 
3 1
2 2' e Fϕ ϕ= − ,                                                   (2-9) 
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where F  is the electric field. This is also called the ‘Schottky Lowering’. Thus if 0j  is 
the thermionic emission current density from zero electric field at a temperature T , i.e., 
2
0 exp( / )j AT e kTϕ= − , then Fj , the emission current density for an electric field F , 
is 
3 1
2 2
0 exp .F
e Fj j
kT
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
                                               (2-10) 
This relation was derived by Schottky and has been shown to be valid over a 
wide range of temperature and for fields up to 610  V / cm  [42]. Under this situation, 
electrons do not have to surmount the potential barrier of height ϕ  , but can by virtue 
of their wave properties tunnel through the potential barrier. This is known as the 
tunneling effect and is the onset of the field electron emission which will be discussed 
in detail in the following section. 
The origin of Schottky Lowering comes from the image potential that an 
electron experiences near a conducting surface. More details about the image potential 
and its effects on field electron emission will be discussed in the following section 
within the framework of the theory of field electron emission. 
 
2.6 Field Electron Emission 
Field electron emission from a solid can be characterized as having two 
continuous processes: 
1. electron flux to the surface of the emitters, determined and limited by the 
electron supply, and 
2. electron tunneling through the surface potential barrier, determined by the 
tunneling transmission coefficient 
After the electrons come out of the solid’s surface and go into the vacuum, they 
could be accelerated, focused, bunched or manipulated, based on the application of 
interest. 
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The field electron emission process is treated by considering a one-dimensional 
potential barrier. This potential barrier was originally proposed by Schottky and was 
used by Nordheim [40] in his modification of the original Fowler-Nordheim theory. 
At room temperature, the potential barrier at the surface of the metal has an 
infinite width, thus preventing electrons from coming out of the surface. When an 
external electrical field is applied, the vacuum level is bent and the barrier width is no 
longer infinite. Field electron emission occurs when the vacuum level bending is so 
much that the barrier width is small enough for the electrons inside the metal to tunnel 
through the barrier.  
The following field electron emission theory is derived for a metal. However, it 
can be also applied to semiconductors such as diamond. The only difference is in the 
work function. For a metal, the work function is the energy difference between 
vacuum level and Fermi level. For semiconductor, the work function has different 
definition. If electrons are emitted from the conduction band, the work function is the 
energy difference between vacuum level and conduction band minimum. For electron 
emitted from the valence band, the work function is the energy difference between 
vacuum level and valence band maximum. The field electron emission from valence 
band of silicon has been experimentally observed and it can fit the field electron 
emission theory (F-N theory) very well [21]. 
 
2.6.1 An Argument from the Uncertainty Principle 
Tunneling is a quantum mechanical phenomenon. From the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle, the momentum of an electron within an uncertainty implies a 
corresponding uncertainty xΔ  in its position, given by 
/ 2p xΔ ⋅Δ ≅ = ,                                                  (2-11) 
where / 2h π== , h  being Planck’s constant. Considering electrons near the Fermi 
level, the pertinent uncertainty in momentum is 
1
2(2 )mϕ  [42]. The corresponding 
uncertainty in position, according to Equation 2-11, is 
1
2/ 2(2 )x mϕΔ ≅ = ,                                              (2-12) 
where the presence of an external electric field, the barrier width is given by 
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/x Feϕ= .                                                     (2-13) 
If the uncertainty in position is of the order of the barrier width (Equation 2-13) 
there will be a good chance of finding an electron on either side of it. This can be 
expressed by requiring that 
1
2/ / 2(2 )Fe mϕ ϕ≅ = ,                                            (2-14) 
or that 
31
22
2
22 1m
Fe
ϕ⎛ ⎞ ≈⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠= .                                               (2-15) 
So the field required to extract electrons out from the metal is estimated as 
1 3
2 22(2 )mF
e
ϕ≈ = .                                               (2-16) 
A direct calculation of Equation 2-16 gives rise to an electric field of 
88.34 10  V/cm× , assuming 4.05 eVϕ =  for the case of the conduction band electron 
of silicon. This electric field value is approximately 40 times larger than the electric 
field actually needed for field electron emission. 
 
2.6.2 Modification of the Surface Potential Barrier 
2.6.2.1 Image Potential 
An electron outside a conducting plane experiences an image charge force, 
because the electron induces a positive charge on the surface of the conducting plane. 
As it moves around, the electron experiences a potential created by its image charge. 
Figure 2-2 shows the schematic of the image charge. 
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Figure 2-2: Schematic of the image charge of an electron sitting in front of a 
conducting plane. The image charge has the opposite sign of the electron, and 
the distance between the image charge and the plane is equal to the distance 
between the electron and the plane. 
 
The electrostatic force the electron experiences in front of a conducting plane is 
equal to the electrostatic force between the electron and the image charge. Taking the 
positive x direction to be the direction pointing from the plane to the electron, the 
electric force the electron experiences is equal to 
2
24
ef
x
−= .                                                    (2-17) 
The energy E of an electron transferred from infinity to a distance x from the surface is 
given by 
2
( )
4x
eE x f dx
x
∞
= ⋅ = −∫ .                                           (2-18) 
In the presence of a constant electric field F, the total energy potential V(x), in 
the unit of eV, for an electron outside a metal surface is 
2
( )
4
eV x eFx
x
ϕ= − − .                                           (2-19) 
 
2.6.2.2 Schottky Lowering 
One of the direct consequences of the image potential is the so-called Schottky 
Lowering effect [40]. Figure 2-3 shows a schematic of the effect.  Figure 2-3(a) shows 
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the potential energy without the image potential, nor the external electric field. The 
barrier height is the work function ϕ , and Figure 2-3(b) shows the potential energy 
with an external electric field, but without an image potential. The barrier height is also 
ϕ , but narrower. Figure 2-3(c) shows the potential energy with an image potential, but 
without the external electric field. The steep potential discontinuity at the surface is 
rounded, but the barrier height remains at ϕ . Figure 2-3(d) shows the potential energy 
with both image potential and external electric field. In this case, the potential barrier 
at the surface is actually decreased and is narrower. This effect is called Schottky 
Lowering. A simple calculation can give the lowering to be 
3e FϕΔ = −                                                   (2-20) 
at the position 
1
2
ex
F
= ,                                                   (2-21) 
where the potential finds its maximum as shown in Figure 2-3(d). 
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Figure 2-3: Schematic of Schottky Lowering: (a) without image potential and  
external field, (b) without image potential but with external field, (c) with 
image potential but without external field, and (d) with both image potential 
and external field. 
 
Schottky lowering is the source of the so-called Schottky emission briefly 
described in section 2.5. When the external electric field is small, the work function of 
the metal surface is effectively lowered, resulting in Equation 2-9. The net effect is the 
increased thermionic electron emission, resulting in Equation 2-10. In the presence of a 
strong external electric field, field electron emission predominates. 
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2.6.2.3 Formulation of the Surface Potential Barrier 
Figure 2-4 illustrates the profile of the potential energy an electron experiences 
in the case of field electron emission. Compared with Figure 2-1, the zero energy point 
in this diagram is set at the energy level in vacuum and ζ φ= −  corresponds to the 
Fermi level. Based on the discussion above, there are three contributions to the surface 
potential barrier: 
 
 
Figure 2-4: Schematic of the potential barrier near a metal surface in the 
presence of an external electric field. 
 
1. Within the metal the potential energy has some constant value δ−  relative to 
zero (here the zero point is the vacuum energy level). This energy is lower than 
the Fermi level in metals. 
2. An external electric field F  is applied to narrow the potential barrier, allowing 
the electrons to tunnel out of the metal. The origin will be chosen to be on the 
metal surface and the positive x -axis perpendicular to the surface and out of 
the metal. This field gives a contribution of eFx−  to the potential barrier. It is 
presumed that the free charges cause this field to be neutralized within the 
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metal and so it applies only outside, i.e., for metals, there is no field penetration. 
The zero point is chosen so that this contribution to the potential is zero when 
the applied electric field is zero. 
3. The image potential is chosen to be zero when the electron is far from the metal. 
This energy applies only to electrons outside the metal. 
The sum of the above three contributions gives 
2
,                  for 0
( )
/ 4 , for 0
{ xV x
eFx e x x
δ− <
− − >= ,                            (2-22) 
for the effective potential barrier. 
The main features of field electron emission can be understood from the shape 
of the potential outside the metal. The maximum value of the potential is found by 
differentiation to be at the point 
0
1
2
ex
F
= ,                                                     (2-23) 
and the corresponding maximum value of ( )V x  is 
3
maxV e F= − .                                                  (2-24) 
Under practical conditions this maximum remains above the Fermi energy. It is 
observed that Equation 2-24 is exactly equal to the Schottky lowering of the work 
function under an external electric field, as described by Equation 2-9. 
 
2.6.3 Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling Theory 
In their theory of field electron emission, Fowler and Nordheim assumed: (i) 
the free electron gas model for the conduction electrons, and (ii) the effective potential 
model of the metal presented in Equation 2-22, and made an additional physical 
assumption that the electrons inside the metal remain essentially at equilibrium. Under 
this set of assumptions, the current of electrons is found by integrating over all electron 
energies, the equilibrium flux of electrons incident on the surface times the probability 
that an electron penetrates the barrier. 
The total energy ε of an electron under the surface energy potential V(x) is 
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22 2
( )
2 2 2
yx zpp p V x
m m m
ε = + + + ,                                      (2-25) 
where xp , yp , and zp  are the momentum components of the electron in x, y and z 
directions. 
Then this integral can conveniently be written in terms of the x -part of the 
energy W , defined by 
2 22
( )
2 2 2
y xzp ppW V x
m m m
ε= − − = + .                                 (2-26) 
All energies will be measured from the same reference as the effective potential 
( )V x . Then, if ( )N W dW  is the number of electrons with the x -part of their energy 
within dW  incident on the surface per second per unit area, and ( )D W  is the 
probability of transmission through the barrier, the product ( )P W dW  gives the 
number of electrons within dW  that emit from the metal per second per unit area 
( ) ( ) ( )P W dW D W N W dW= ,                                 (2-27) 
and j , the electric current per unit area is 
( )j e P W dWδ
∞
−= ∫ ,                                        (2-28) 
where e is the magnitude of an electron charge. The function ( )N W  is called the 
supply function and ( )D W  is called the transmission coefficient.  
The supply function can be calculated to be 
3( )
4 ln 1 expN W mkT W
h kT
π ζ⎛ − ⎞⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ,                                 (2-29) 
where ζ φ= −  corresponds to the Fermi level as mentioned earlier. 
The transmission coefficient is calculated using the WKB approximation [43]: 
3
( )
4 2
exp ( )
3
D W
m W
v y
heF
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                                 (2-30) 
where 
1
2 22( ) 2 1 1 ( ) (1 1 ) ( )v y y E k y K k
−= + − − − − ,                 (2-31) 
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2
2 20
( )
1 sin
dK k
k
π δ
ϕ= −∫ ,                                   (2-32) 
2 2( ) 1 sinE k k dϕ ϕ= −∫ ,                                 (2-33) 
2
2
2
2 1
1 1
y
k
y
−= + − ,                                         (2-34) 
3e Fy
W
= .                                             (2-35) 
The number of electrons within dW  that emit from the metal per second per 
unit area is found by combining Equation 2-29 and Equation 2-30 according to the 
Equation 2-27: 
3 3
3
4 24( ) exp ln 1 exp
3
m WmkT e F WP W dW v dW
h eF W kT
π ζ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ − ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠=
. (2-36) 
It is difficult to obtain an analytical expression of integral 2-28 with the 
integrand ( )P W  having the form of Equation 2-36. Approximations have been made 
to obtain results of interest [44]. Dolan and Dyke studied Equation 2-36 numerically 
and calculated ( )P W  for various temperatures and field strengths [45]. In their 
calculation, the work function was assumed to be 4.5 eVϕ = , the value for clean 
tungsten. 
It is observed that at a low temperature, the energy distribution of the emitted 
electron ( )P W  peaks near the Fermi level over the range of electric fields at which 
field electron emission occurs. This means that at a low temperature the field emitted 
electrons have energies approximately around the Fermi level W ζ= . This result can 
be understood in the following way. At a low temperature, there are few electrons 
above the Fermi level. Electrons that are capable of participating in field electron 
emission almost all come from below the Fermi level. The transmission coefficient 
( , )D W F  is a maximum when W ζ= . Because, at low temperature, the electron 
supply function ( )N W  is a slowly varying function of W  and the transmission 
coefficient ( , )D W F  is a sensitive function of W  (due to the exponential dependence 
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on W ), the product of these two functions always peaks near the Fermi level and 
decreases quite quickly below the Fermi level. 
When the temperature is very high, there are an appreciable number of 
electrons above the Fermi level. At the same time, the transmission coefficient for 
these electrons is much larger than that of electrons near the Fermi level. In this 
situation the energy distribution of emitted electrons could no longer peak near the 
Fermi level. 
In Fowler-Nordheim theory, the low temperature limit is considered. It is 
permissible then to approximate the exponent in the transmission coefficient by the 
first two terms in a power series expansion at the Fermi level W ζ= .  
3 34 2
3
m W e F Wv c
eF W d
ζ⎛ ⎞ −− ≈ − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠=
,                                 (2-37) 
where 
3 34 2
3
m e Fc v
eF
ϕ
ϕ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠=
,                                          (2-38) 
3
2 2  
eFd
e Fm tϕ ϕ
= ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
= ,                                            (2-39) 
2 ( )( ) ( )
3
dv yt y v y y
dy
= − .                                          (2-40) 
The function ( )t y  is a slowly varying function, ranging only between 1.00 and 1.11. If 
numerical values of m, e, h, are inserted here, and if ϕ  is expressed in eV and F  is 
expressed in V/cm, then c and d are given by 
3 1
7 2 2
46.83 10 3.79 10 Fc v
F
ϕ
ϕ
−
⎛ ⎞× ⎜ ⎟= ×⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                              (2-41) 
9
1
1 2
42
9.73 10
 3.79 10
Fd
Ftϕ ϕ
−
−
×= ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟×⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
.                                      (2-42) 
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For low enough temperature, it is seen that  
0          when 
ln 1 exp    when {
WWkT W WkT
ζζ
ζ ζ
⎛ ⎞ >−⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟+ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ − <⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ = .                         (2-43) 
If Equation 2-37 and Equation 2-43 are substituted into Equation 2-36, the 
result is  
{
3
0                                                 when 
( ) 4 ( )exp     when 
W
P W m WW c W
dh
ζ
π ζζ ζ
>= −⎛ ⎞− − + <⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                     (2-44) 
and this is the low temperature limit of the distribution of the emitted electrons. By 
differentiation, it can be found that the peak of ( )P W  occurs at the energy W dζ= −  
and has the value 
( 1)
max 3
4 cmdP e
h
π − += .                                       (2-45) 
The total electric current is found by integrating the distribution given by 
Equation 2-44 over all energies according to Equation 2-28. Normally the lowest 
energy δ−  is far below the Fermi energy ζ  so the lower limit of the integral may be 
taken at −∞ . The results are as follows: 
2
3 3
4 4( )
Wc cdm medj e e W dW e
h h
ζζ π πζ
−− + −
−∞= − =∫                           (2-46) 
Substituting 2-38 and 2-39 into the above equation, the current density is finally 
obtained: 
3
3 2 32
3
2
4 2exp
3
8  
e F m e Fj v
eFe Fh t
ϕ
ϕπ ϕ ϕ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
= .                        (2-47) 
If ϕ  in eV and F in V/cm are inserted into Equation 2-47 the result is 
3 1
6 2 2 2
7 4 -2
1
2
2 4
1.54 10 exp 6.87 10 3.79 10   A cm
 3.79 10
F Fj v
F
Ft
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
−
−
−
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞× ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= − × × ⋅⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠×⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
. (2-48) 
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Equations 2-47 and 2-48 are the Fowler-Nordheim field emission formulae. 
Some numerical calculations of the current density for various fields and work 
functions are performed using Equation 2-48 but with t set equal to unity [46]. This 
simplification is often made because 2t−  varies only between 1.00 and 0.81, 
contributing between 0 and –0.99 to 10ln( )j . 
Based on the above observations of the properties of the functions 2 ( )t y  and 
( )v y , Spindt et al. [47] proposed a close approximation of these two functions: 
2 ( ) 1.1t y = ,                                                   (2-49) 
2( ) 0.95v y y= − ,                                              (2-50) 
where 
1
2
43.79 10 Fy ϕ
−= × .                                            (2-51) 
 
2.6.4 Geometric Field Enhancement 
In practice, there are two basic shapes of field emission devices, planar and 
pointed. In order to produce electric fields of sufficient magnitude to extract 
measurable emission current from cold cathode materials, it is usually necessary to 
take advantage of geometrical field enhancement. The use of needle shaped emitters 
allows for substantial field enhancement at the apex of the tip. The use of planar 
emitters, with very small tip-to-anode spacing to achieve high fields, has been 
demonstrated with little success. Planar emitters suffer from several inherent problems: 
they are not designed to offer large geometric field enhancement and are thus subject 
to extremely irregular emission areas, for example due to protrusions; and the 
relatively large areas over which emission can occur make determination of variables 
such as work function, surface/interface roughness, and adsorbates more difficult. 
Furthermore, planar emitters are in fact not perfectly flat; there exist natural variations 
in surface roughness, which affect emission and complicate interpretation of emission 
data. Pointy emitters, whose geometry ensures the maximum field at the tip apex, are 
preferred because local electric fields can be determined more accurately, and emission 
is more predictable. The local electric field F is enhanced by: 
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F Eβ= ,                                                        (2-52) 
where β  is the field enhancement factor depending on the exact geometry of the 
system, and E is the applied electric field. 
Making use of Equation 2-52, the expression for current density (Equation 2-48) 
can be multiplied by an effective emission area (α ) to give an expression for current 
as a function of applied electric field ( E ): 
2
2
1
2
3
2
6 -2
3
7 -12
exp ,
9.84exp ,
1.1
0.95 ,
1.51 10 A eV V ,
6.831 10  (eV)  V cm
bI aE
E
Aa
Bb
A
B
βα ϕ ϕ
ϕ
β
−
−
⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟≡ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
≡
= × ⋅ ⋅
= × ⋅ ⋅
                                            (2-53) 
Equation 2-53 is the form of the Fowler-Nordheim equation. Generally, the 
following equation is commonly used in experiment [40, 48].  
3
2 2 2ln( / ) ln[ /( / )] ( / ) /( )I E A e B e Eαβ φ φ β= −                           (2-54) 
where 1.06A =  µA·V-1 and 31085.6 ×=B  V-0.5·µm-1 are constants. φ  (in eV) is the 
work function (The symbol ϕ  is used in above derivation of F-N equation). E= V/d 
(electric field in parallel plate configuration defined by the ratio of applied voltage to 
the probe-sample distance in V/µm) is the applied electric field (The symbol F is used 
in above discussion). e  is the magnitude of the electron charge. I (µA) is the measured 
emission current. β  is the field enhancement factor. α  is the effective emission area 
in µm2. It can be seen that plotting field electron emission data in what is termed 
Fowler-Nordheim coordinates, namely 2ln( / )I E  versus 1/ E , yields a straight line, 
with a slope 
3
2( / ) /b B eφ β− =  and intercept ln( )a  with 2 /( / )a A eαβ φ= . Furthermore, 
the experimentally determined values of a  and b  can be multiplied together to yield 
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2 9
1
2
0.95 9.84exp (6.206 10 ) ( )
1.1
ABab gφα α φ
φ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ≡ ×⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                       (2-55) 
where 
2
1
2
9.84( ) expg φ φ
φ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                                                   (2-56) 
which is independent of the field enhancement factor. 
Clearly, if the work function is known, then emission area can be determined 
from Equation 2-53. However, even if the exact value of the work function is unknown 
(e.g. variations in work function due to different surface orientations), the emission 
area can be determined within an error of 10% or less. It is only necessary that a 
material have a work function within the range of 3.5-11.5 eV. This can be illustrated 
by plotting ( )g φ  from Equation 2-56 (Figure 2-5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Plot of ( )g φ  illustrating maximum error of 10% in the range of 
3.5-11.5 eV. 
( )g φ
φ (eV)
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Chapter 3  
 
Synthesis and Characterization of Diamond 
Films 
 
The main work of this project is focused on the field electron emission study. 
Some work on the synthesis of diamond films has also been done. The method 
commonly used for the growth of diamond films is the plasma enhanced CVD process. 
This chapter will describe the CVD reactors used to grow diamond films and the 
techniques used to characterize the morphology, composition, and most importantly, 
the field electron emission properties of these films. The samples include carbon-based 
nanocones and the diamond films synthesized through graphite etching (provided by 
Professor Qiaoqin Yang), the diamond films with well-oriented grains (prepared by Mr. 
Weifeng Chen), and other samples synthesized by myself. In particular, the system 
used for measuring field electron emission properties and the use of Raman 
spectroscopy for qualitatively characterizing the composition (sp2/sp3) of diamond will 
be described. 
 
3.1 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
All the carbon-based films in the experiments were prepared using a hot 
filament CVD reactor and a microwave plasma enhanced CVD reactor. Before each 
deposition, the silicon substrate was treated by hydrogen ions to remove the possible 
silicon oxide on the surface. 
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3.1.1 Hot Filament CVD System 
The hot filament CVD system was used in this work for the synthesis of 
diamond nanocone films and diamond nanocomposite films. Pure hydrogen gas was 
used in the process and the carbon etched by hydrogen from a solid graphite sheet was 
the source for the growth of films. Figure 3-1 shows the configuration of the hot 
filament CVD reactor. The filament was a coiled tungsten wire of 0.3 mm in diameter 
and was heated by an ac power supply at voltages of 30~40 V and corresponding 
currents of 9~10 A. A thermocouple was mounted behind the substrate to measure the 
substrate temperature. The distance between the filament and substrate was typically 8 
mm and the typical substrate temperature was 700 ºC. P-type mirror polished Si wafers 
((100)-oriented) were used as substrates. An isotropic ultrafine polycrystalline graphite 
sheet (Poco's EDM-3) was placed beside the silicon substrates. The graphite etched by 
hydrogen is the carbon source for diamond growth. After the substrates and graphite 
sheet were placed on the substrate holder, the deposition chamber was pumped down 
to a base pressure of 2.7 Pa using a rotary pump. Then pure hydrogen was introduced 
using a mass flow controller at a constant flow rate of 30 sccm.  When the working 
pressure was stabilized at the preset value, a current was passed through the tungsten 
filament coil which is followed by different processes for deposition of various films. 
After the deposition processes, a trough was formed on the graphite surface closest to 
the filament, providing a direct evidence of etching. More detailed experimental 
conditions will be described in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-1: Device picture (left image) and schematic (right image) of the hot 
filament chemical vapor deposition system: (1) gas inlet, (2) filament, (3) 
substrate, (4) substrate holder, (5) pumping port and (6) dc power supply. A 
Pyrex glass cross of diameter 20 cm is used as vacuum chamber. 
 
3.1.2 Microwave Plasma-Enhanced CVD System 
All the other diamond films were prepared using a microwave plasma-
enhanced CVD system (Figure 3-2). The maximum power of the 2.45 GHz microwave 
source is 1 kW. Two growth methods were used to synthesize diamond films. One uses 
hydrogen and methane as the reaction sources (Figure 3-2b). By controlling the 
deposition conditions including the methane concentration and the gas flow rate, 
diamond films with different morphologies and sp2 phase concentrations can be 
prepared. The other one for diamond growth uses graphite etching (Figure 3-2c).  In 
this method, diamond films were deposited on the Si substrate with a high growth rate 
using graphite etching as carbon source. In conventional diamond synthesis using 
hydrogen and methane, a substrate temperature above 700 0C is required for the 
synthesis of high quality diamond films with reasonably high growth rates. Therefore 
substrates that melt or undergo problematic phase transitions at such high temperatures 
cannot be employed. Removing this limitation by decreasing the synthesis temperature 
would significantly expand the applications of diamond films. Graphite etching can 
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overcome this disadvantage. High quality diamond films have been deposited at 
temperatures as low as 250 ˚C using this method. The advantages of the new process 
over the conventional methods using H2 and CH4 gas mixture include deposition at 
lower temperature, higher growth rate, and reduced carbon soot contamination to the 
deposition system. 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Schematic of the microwave CVD system: (a) configuration of 
reactor, (b) diamond grown using H2 and CH4 and (c) diamond grown through 
graphite etching with pure hydrogen working gas. 
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The detailed experimental conditions for growth of various diamond and 
related films will be described separately in the following Chapters. 
 
3.2 Characterizations 
Several characterization techniques were used to analyze the surface 
morphology and compositions of deposited diamond films: 
 
3.2.1 The Surface Morphology 
The surface morphologies of diamond and related films were mainly 
characterized by the scanning electron microscope (JEOL 840A), which is housed in 
the Electron Microscopy Laboratory, Department of Geological Sciences, University 
of Saskatchewan. An Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) at the Saskatchewan Structural 
Sciences Centre (SSSC) was also used to obtain morphology and surface roughness 
information on the diamond films. 
 
3.2.2 The sp2 Phase Concentration 
The sp2 phase concentrations of diamond films were estimated using Raman 
spectroscopy at SSSC. Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of incident photons 
by matter. For scattering off a solid material, the photons may either lose part of their 
energy by exciting phonons in lattice vibrations (Stokes), or they may gain energy by 
absorbing phonons (anti-Stokes). The scattered photon is shifted in wavelength by the 
phonon energy (called Raman shift). Typically, the Stokes signal is more intense at 
room temperatures, and so is generally used. 
Raman spectroscopy is the most commonly used method for differentiating 
between three-coordinated sp2 carbon bonding and four-coordinated sp3 carbon 
bonding. Because of the relative ease of the technique and its ability to distinguish 
carbon bonds, the application of Raman spectroscopy to diamond and related materials 
has been extensively studied. 
The scattering efficiency of graphite (sp2) is approximately 50 times higher 
than that of diamond (sp3). This difference in scattering efficiencies has the benefit that 
Raman spectroscopy is ideal for detecting the small concentration of the sp2 carbon 
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phase in diamond films. The choice of the wavelength of the laser excitation is very 
important, since the intensities and peak positions of some non-diamond carbon is 
dependent on the wavelength used. The Raman cross section of non-diamond carbon 
relative to diamond increases with increasing wavelength of the excitation source. Two 
possible explanations have been suggested for this effect. The first is that a resonance 
effect occurs for the non-diamond carbon at longer wavelengths. In this case, the laser 
excitation wavelength is close to the energy of electron transitions, causing an increase 
in the signal intensity. The second theory is ascribed to an absorption effect, where 
graphite and other non-diamond carbon have higher absorption efficiency than that of 
diamond. As the excitation wavelength is changed, the relative interaction volume is 
changed, causing a change in signal intensity. In order to analyze the sp2 phase 
concentration in diamond films, an excitation source with long wavelength (visible 
Raman) is often used.  
In the Raman spectra of CVD diamond films, the sharp peak at 1332 cm-1 
shows the characteristic diamond peak and a peak at 1580 cm-1 indicates the presence 
of the sp2 phase. As already mentioned, the high intensity of the sp2 feature in the 
spectrum for CVD diamond is largely the result of the high scattering efficiency for sp2 
carbon. In order to analyze the sp2 phase information in diamond films, the Raman 
spectra were obtained using a Renishaw micro-Raman system 2000 spectrometer 
operated at an argon laser wavelength of 514.5 nm (visible Raman). The laser spot size 
was approximately 2 µm in diameter. 
 
3.3 Field Electron Emission Measurement 
 
3.3.1 High Vacuum for Field Emission Measurement 
Normally, field electron emission measurements are performed under very high 
vacuum due to the following reasons: 
• To avoid absorption of emitted electrons by air molecules 
During the period after emission from the solid surface and before electrons 
reach the anode collector, the chance that electrons will be absorbed by air molecules 
is large if the density of air molecules is large. Thus the number of electrons reaching 
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the probe will be reduced. The value of emission current measured will be reduced. 
Field electron emission measurements under such conditions do not reflect the real 
FEE properties of cold cathode materials. In order to avoid this situation, a low 
pressure is necessary in the FEE measurement device. 
• To make the field electron emission start before avalanche breakdown 
According to Paschen theory, when an electric field is applied between two 
electrodes, gas breakdown may occur if emitted electrons gain enough energy between 
successive collisions with neutral air molecules to ionize them. Ionization releases an 
additional electron which is also accelerated, collides with air molecules, and causes 
more ionization. Finally, if these mechanisms are allowed to persist, the avalanche 
breakdown will happen. 
The maximum voltage without avalanche breakdown is given by the following 
equation: 
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where maxV  is the maximum voltage without avalanche breakdown; iV  is the ionization 
energy of the air; p is the air pressure; d is the distance between two electrodes; γ  is 
constant; 0l  is the mean free path of air molecules.  
Figure 3-3 shows Paschen curves for air, nitrogen and hydrogen. With the 
decrease of the pd product, the voltage required for avalanche breakdown is decreased 
firstly and then increased. A minimum voltage of 327 V is obtained for the pd product 
of about 0.65 cm Torr⋅ . 
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Figure 3-3: The Paschen curve for dry air, nitrogen and hydrogen [49]. 
 
In order to obtain field electron emission results, the field electron emission has 
to be started before avalanche breakdown occurs. Moreover, the maximum electric 
field applied in field electron emission measurement should be smaller than the electric 
field necessary for avalanche breakdown in the given conditions. The vacuum during 
the field electron emission measurement in this research is usually 1.3×10-5 Pa (1×10-7 
Torr). Assuming that the distance between the probe and sample is d=30 µm, then 
pd=3×10-10 (cm·Torr). The corresponding voltage from the Paschen curve is over 3000 
V. Generally, the voltage used in field electron emission measurements was about 
1000 V, well below the critical values causing avalanche breakdown. 
 
3.3.2 Field Electron Emission Measurement System 
A field electron emission measurement device with a parallel plate structure 
was designed and set up to perform the I-E measurement, as given in Figure 3-4. The 
diameter of the stainless steel anode is 1 mm, and the anode-cathode spacing can be 
adjusted using a micrometer in the range of 0 – 100 µm. A high voltage source-
measurement unit, a Keithley 237, was used in the field electron emission 
measurement. The Keithley 237 is a fully programmable instrument, capable of 
sourcing and measuring voltage and current simultaneously. The Keithley 237 is 
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connected to a PC using IEEE 488 (GPIB) card. The data acquisition was performed 
using Labview software. The field electron emission I-E curve and corresponding F-N 
plot can be obtained and displayed on the computer screen at the same time. The anode 
and sample were placed in a stainless steel vacuum chamber. The current – voltage (I-
E) measurements were performed at room temperature in a high vacuum, maintained 
by a turbo molecular pump backed by a mechanical pump. The system can reach the 
base pressure of 7(1 2) 10−− ×  Torr in 3 hours. For adjusting the distance between 
anode and cathode without damaging the sample surface, the anode was moved down 
to the sample while monitoring the resistance between the anode and sample. The 
distance was set to be zero when the resistance changes from infinity to a finite value. 
Then the anode was moved up to the desired distance for field electron emission 
measurement. Before each FEE test, a limitation of maximum emission current was 
preset to avoid the variation of surface morphology due to too large emission current. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4: Device image (a) and schematics (b) of set-up for field electron 
emission measurement. The left part of (a) is Keithley 237 unit. The right part 
of (a) is the high vacuum chamber with the test probe and sample inside. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Field Electron Emission Characteristics of 
Diamond Films: Influence of Surface 
Morphology 
 
Surface morphology has an important influence on the field electron emission 
properties of diamond films [50-52]. In this experiment, diamond films with different 
morphologies were prepared. The field electron emission characteristics were 
investigated. 
 
4.1 Microcrystalline Diamond Films with Different Grain 
Morphologies 
In this experiment, the field electron emission properties of microcrystalline 
diamond films with different grain morphology were studied. The influence of the 
orientation and shape of diamond grains on field electron emission are investigated. 
 
4.1.1 Sample Preparation 
The diamond films with different grain morphologies were prepared in the 
microwave CVD reactor. The microcrystalline diamond thin film samples were 
synthesized in a 2.45 GHz microwave CVD system using a gas mixture of CH4 and H2 
under controlled conditions. The p-type (100)-oriented mirror polished silicon wafers 
placed on a stainless steel holder were used as substrates. Under the action of substrate 
bias voltage, diamond grains can grow preferentially along (100) orientation. Figure 4-
1 shows SEM images of four films with different types of diamond grains as described 
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in the figure caption. The orientation of diamond grains can be analyzed by x-ray 
diffraction (XRD). 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Typical SEM micrographs of diamond films with different grain 
morphologies: (a) well aligned flat grains, (b) well aligned flattened pyramid 
grains, (c) well aligned pyramid grains, and (d) randomly oriented grains. The 
insets in (a), (b) and (c) show the enlarged views (8 times SEM micrographs) 
of a selected grain. 
 
The well-aligned diamond films shown in Figure 4-1a-c were prepared by the 
following two steps. In both steps, the total pressure, substrate temperature, and 
microwave power were maintained at 30 Torr, 700 oC, and 1000 W, respectively. In 
the first plasma processing step, the Si substrates were pretreated for 30 min in a 
microwave plasma with a gas mixture of 5% CH4 and 95% H2 with a bias enhanced 
nucleation (BEN). A bias voltage of -300 V was applied to the substrate. The total gas 
flow rate, controlled accurately by a mutichannel mass flow controller, was fixed at 
100 sccm. In the second plasma processing step, the bias voltage was removed and the 
(a)
(d)(c)
(b)
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methane concentration was reduced to 2%. The diamond films with well-aligned flat 
grains (Figure 4-1a) were synthesized at a gas flow rate of 200 sccm. By reducing the 
gas flow rate from 200 sccm to 50 sccm, diamond films with flattened pyramid grains 
were obtained (Figure 4-1b). 
In order to synthesize the diamond films with sharp pyramid tips shown in 
Figure 4-1c, the silicon substrate was first scratched in an ultrasonicated bath 
containing diamond paste to increase the diamond nucleation rate. Then the diamond 
film was deposited in the microwave plasma using a gas mixture of 1% CH4 and 99% 
H2 at a flow rate of 50 sccm.  
The microcrystalline diamond film with randomly oriented grains shown in 
Figure 4-1d was deposited directly on the untreated silicon substrate with a gas 
mixture of 1% CH4 and 99% H2 and a bias voltage of -100V in the microwave plasma 
reactor. 
 
4.1.2 Results and Discussion 
The Raman spectra of the diamond films under investigation are very similar. 
Figure 4-2 displays a typical Raman spectrum of randomly oriented diamond films 
containing both diamond (sp3 peak at 1332 cm-1) and graphite (sp2 peak at 1550 cm-1) 
graphitic phases [53]. 
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Figure 4-2: Raman spectrum of randomly oriented diamond films. 
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The typical field electron emission I-E curves for the diamond films with 
different grain morphologies are shown in Figure 4-3. Note that the current, not the 
current density, is shown. This is because the emission current density is often ill 
defined due to the ambiguity in the emission area (physical anode surface area is not 
necessarily the effective emission area). A turn-on electric field (defined as the electric 
field corresponding to the emission current of 0.01 µA) of 8.0 V/µm and an emission 
current of 0.8 µA at 20 V/µm for the sample “a” (corresponding to the diamond film 
shown in Figure 4-1a can be determined from the I-E curve. With the decrease of the 
grain top area, the turn-on electric fields for the sample “b” and sample “c” 
(corresponding to the diamond films shown in Figure 4-1b and Figure 4-1c) were 
decreased to 5.0 V/µm and 2.5 V/µm, respectively. The corresponding emission 
currents at the electric field of 20 V/µm were increased to 2.6 µA and 5.6 µA, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4-3: Typical field electron emission I-E curves of diamond films with 
different grain morphologies: (a) well aligned flat grains, (b) well aligned 
flattened pyramid grains, (c) well aligned pyramid grains, and (d) randomly 
oriented grains. 
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For the microcrystalline diamond film with randomly oriented grains, a turn-on 
electric field of 7.0 V/µm and an emission current of 2.7 µA at 20 V/µm were 
observed (Figure 4-3d).  
The existence of a significant amount of sp2 phase shown in Figure 4-2 
warrants the application of the Fowler-Nordheim field electron emission theory, which 
is usually applied to conductors, to the diamond samples studied. Furthermore, other 
authors have suggested that the conducting graphitic phase on the crystal boundary is 
another factor allowing application of the Fowler-Nordheim theory to diamond [54]. 
It is known that the work function depends mainly on the material. However, 
orientation of crystals may also affect the work function [55-57]. For diamond, work 
function values in the range between 4 eV and 5 eV have been used by some 
researchers [58, 59]. A constant work function value of 5 eV has been assumed for all 
diamond films with different morphologies investigated in this study. It should be 
pointed out that the β  value derived from the slope of an F-N plot is proportional to 
3
2φ . Different choices of the φ  values in the range 4-5 eV have an impact on the field 
emission factors and effective emission areas. But the impact remains small enough 
when compared with the values across different samples as to be shown.   
The field electron emission F-N plots of the microcrystalline diamond films 
with different grain morphologies are shown in Figure 4-4. Each F-N plot can be fitted 
into a straight line above a threshold electric field, which is defined by the electric field 
at which the F-N plot becomes a straight line. The deviation of the F-N plot from a 
straight line below the threshold electric field may be attributed to the influence of 
resonance states on the emitter surface. Absorbates have been considered as the source 
of these states [60]. The threshold electric fields for the diamond samples “a” – “d” are 
approximately 21 V/µm, 25 V/µm, 15 V/µm and 20 V/µm, respectively. The solid 
symbols indicate the data points below the threshold electric field. The data points 
denoted by the open symbols above the threshold electric field were used for fitting 
and the resultant straight lines are also shown.  
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Figure 4-4: Typical field electron emission F-N curves of diamond films with 
different grain morphologies: (a) well aligned flat grains, (b) well aligned 
flattened pyramid grains, (c) well aligned pyramid grains, and (d) randomly 
oriented grains. For some data points, the error bars are smaller than the 
symbols. 
 
Table 4-1 summaries the turn-on field, the emission current at 20 V/µm, the 
threshold field, the fitted field enhancement factor and the effective emission area for 
the four diamond samples “a” – “d”. Two β  values are given for each sample in the 
table to indicate the range of the field enhancement factors when the work function is 
varied from 4 eV to 5 eV.  Since the range of the field enhancement factor of any 
sample has little overlap with that of other samples, the choice of the work function 
value does not greatly affect the relative field enhancement factor. Therefore, it 
suffices to use the values of the field enhancement factor corresponding to φ  =5 eV 
throughout the discussion to follow.  
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Table 4-1: Typical field electron emission parameters of diamond films with 
different grain morphologies: (a) well aligned flat grains, (b) well aligned 
flattened pyramid grains, (c) well aligned pyramid grains, and (d) randomly 
oriented grains. Two values, corresponding to φ  =4 eV and φ  =5 eV, are 
given for the field enhancement factors and effective emission areas. 
 
Sample 
Turn-on 
field 
(V/µm) 
Emission 
current 
(µA) at 
20 V/µm  
Threshold 
field 
(V/µm) 
Field 
enhancement 
factor 
Effective 
emission area 
(µm2) 
a 8.0 0.8 21 950-1250 (1.0 -1.6)×10-7 
b 5.0 2.6 25 1180-1550 (0.9 -1.3)×10-7 
c 2.5 5.6 15 2820-3710 (1.5-2.3) ×10-8 
d 7.0 2.7 20 600-790 (0.7-1.1) ×10-5 
 
For the diamond films with well-oriented grains (samples “a”, “b” and “c”), the 
improvement of field electron emission properties originates mainly from the increase 
in the field enhancement factors. With the change of grain morphology from the flat to 
flattened pyramid and then to pyramid shape, the field enhancement factors of samples 
“a”, “b” and “c” increase from 1250 to 1550, then to 3710. The increase in field 
enhancement factors is due to the sharpness of diamond grains. At the same time 
effective emission areas of 1.0 ×10-7 µm2, 8.8 ×10-8 µm2 and 1.5 ×10-8 µm2, 
decreasing with the increase in the field enhancement factor, were observed. The fact 
that the effective emission area decreases with the increasing field enhancement factor 
may be attributed to the screening effect due to a locally enhanced electric field which 
prevented the electron emission from other potential emission sites in the close vicinity. 
A similar relationship between the field enhancement factor and the effective emission 
area has also been found by other researchers. J. C. She et al. have found that the 
emission current from a group of emission sites is dominated by a very small 
proportion of exceptionally protruded sites. The current from the surrounding sites will 
be several orders of magnitudes smaller [61].  Therefore, it can be speculated that 
emission sites with the largest field enhancement factors could be responsible for most 
of the total effective emission areas. Thus, the contribution of those sites with small 
field enhancement factors is screened. 
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From the F-N equation, the emission current is linearly dependent on the 
effective emission area α . The emission current is also proportional to the square of 
the field enhancement factor 2β  in addition to the strong β  dependence in the 
exponent ]/)/(exp[ 2/3 EeB βφ− . For the diamond films with well-aligned grains, the 
effect of the increasing field enhancement factor on the emission current outweighs the 
effect of the decreasing effective emission area. 
For the randomly oriented diamond film, a significant (two orders of magnitude) 
increase in the effective emission area leads to an overall improvement in the field 
electron emission current compared to the well aligned diamond films. The size of 
diamond grains in the sample “d” is similar to that of the well-aligned grains in 
samples “a” – “c”. The randomness of the diamond grain orientation in sample “d” 
appears to be the reason for the reduced field enhancement factor and increased 
effective emission area. It can be seen that some edges of the diamond grains in sample 
“d” protruded from and parallel to the film surface. The field enhancement factor 
(effective emission area) near those “lines” is expected to be smaller (larger) than the 
pointy tops of the pyramid. R. S. Takalkar et al. have also found that the edge 
geometry has a smaller field enhancement factor but the effective emission area is 
larger due to multiple emission sites along the edge as compared to the tip geometry 
[62], with which the observations in this experiment are consistent. 
 
4.1.3 Conclusion 
Field electron emission properties of microcrystalline diamond films with 
different grain morphologies have been characterized and investigated. The results 
demonstrate that the grain morphologies have significant influence on the field 
electron emission properties of diamond films. With the change of grain shape from 
flat to flattened pyramid, and then to pyramid, the field electron emission properties of 
diamond films with well-oriented grains are improved due to the increase in the field 
enhancement factor, even though the effective emission area is progressively reduced 
by screening effect. Compared with the well-oriented diamond films, the diamond film 
with randomly oriented grains exhibits larger emission currents. The increase in the 
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effective emission area is the main factor contributing to field electron emission 
enhancement. 
 
4.2 Carbon-Based Nanocone Films 
As seen in Section 4.1, diamond films with sharp grains exhibit low turn-on 
electric field due to the large geometrical enhancement factor (GEF) near the tips [63]. 
Larger GEF can be obtained by synthesis of diamond nanocones with nanosized tips 
and submicron scale roots. 
In this experiment, well-aligned graphitic and diamond nanocone films were 
synthesized by a hot filament CVD reactor. A novel carbon nanostructure composed of 
well aligned nanocones of both diamond and graphitic carbon has been synthesized. 
The field electron emission properties of diamond nanocone films, graphitic nanocone 
films and mixed nanocone films have been studied. It has been found that all nanocone 
films investigated in the experiments exhibit better field electron emission properties 
including lower turn-on electric field and larger emission current at low electric field 
than diamond films shown in Section 4.1. Relatively, the mixed nanocone films exhibit 
improved field electron emission properties over the diamond nanocone films. 
 
4.2.1 Sample Preparation 
The carbon-based nanocone samples were prepared in an HFCVD reactor. In 
order to prepare diamond nanocone films, the following three processes have been 
followed. Firstly, a silicon substrate was scratched in an ultrasonicated bath containing 
diamond paste in order to increase the diamond nucleation rate. Secondly, 
microcrystalline diamond film with a thickness of approximately 10 µm was deposited 
on the pre-treated substrate using a gas mixture of H2 and CH4 (1%) without plasma. 
Finally, the as-grown diamond film was further processed in a pure hydrogen plasma 
for 2 hours. 
The graphitic nanocone films were prepared on the untreated p-type (100) 
polished silicon wafers in a plasma of H2 and CH4 (20%) mixture. The deposition time 
was 1 hour. The higher methane concentration and untreated substrate were the main 
factors that contributed to the growth of graphitic nanocone. 
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Finally, to obtain the mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone films, sparsely 
distributed diamond particles were deposited on the untreated silicon substrates (with 
low diamond nucleation rate) in the HFCVD device without plasma. Then, mixed 
diamond and graphitic nanocones were grown on the substrate in an H2 and CH4 (1%) 
plasma. The deposition time was 2 hours.  
 
4.2.2 Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 4-5 shows the SEM images of the following three samples: (a) diamond 
nanocone film, (b) graphitic nanocone film, and (c) mixed diamond and graphitic 
nanocone film. The nanocones are well-aligned with nanosized tips and submicron 
scale roots. Figure 4-6 shows the typical Raman spectra of above three samples. The 
strong peak at 1332 cm-1 observed in the Raman spectrum of the sample (a) confirms 
that the nanocones shown in Figure 4-5a are diamond. The spectrum of sample (b) 
contains two broad peaks, identified as the D-band and G-band of graphitic carbon, 
suggesting that the nanocones shown in Figure 4-5b are graphitic. The Raman 
spectrum of the mixed nanocone film is similar to Figure 4-6a in some areas (denser 
area in Figure 4-5c) and similar to Figure 4-6b in other areas. The plot shown in Figure 
4-6c is the Raman spectrum taken cross the border between the two areas, and exhibits 
a narrow diamond peak superimposed on the broad D-band and G-band peaks of 
graphitic carbon, indicating a mixture of diamond and graphitic structure. The results 
suggest that the nanocones shown in Figure 4-5c are a mixture of diamond and 
graphitic nanocones and the diamond and graphitic nanocones were grown in substrate 
areas with and without pre-deposited diamond particles, respectively. 
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Figure 4-5: Typical SEM micrographs of (a) diamond nanocone film, (b) 
graphitic nanocone film, and (c) mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone film. 
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Figure 4-6: Typical Raman spectra of (a) diamond nanocone film, (b) 
graphitic nanocone film, and (c) mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone film. 
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The field emission I-E curves of the samples are depicted in Figure 4-7. The 
turn-on electric fields of the diamond nanocone film, graphitic nanocone film, and 
mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone film are 10 V/µm, 4 V/µm, and 5 V/µm, 
respectively. The corresponding emission currents from the three samples are 86 µA at 
26 V/µm, 1.8×102 µA at 13 V/µm and 1.7×102 µA at 20 V/µm, respectively. The 
emission currents of the graphitic nanocone film and the mixed nanocone film are 
significantly larger than those of the diamond nanocone film. This may be attributed to 
the higher conductivity of the graphitic nanocones in the graphitic nanocone films and 
the mixed nanocone films. Electrons in the graphitic nanocone films can be transported 
to the surface easily, thus enhancing the electron emission current. The turn-on field 
for the graphitic nanocone film is much lower than that of the diamond nanocone film. 
The difference may be attributed to the difference in the field enhancement factor 
which depends on the geometry of the cone tips. Comparing the micrograph of the 
graphitic nanocone film in Figure 4-5b with that of the diamond nanocone film in 
Figure 4-5a, the former has tips with a higher aspect ratio which may be responsible 
for larger GEF. It has also been noticed that the turn-on field of the diamond nanocone 
films is much lower than those reported for diamond films without the cone structure 
[64-68]. 
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Figure 4-7: I-E curves of (a) diamond nanocone film, (b) graphitic nanocone 
film, and (c) mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone film. 
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The corresponding F-N plots of the samples are shown in Figure 4-8. The 
symbols in the plots are experimental data and the straight lines represent the best 
linear fitting to the experimental data. For the diamond nanocone film, the linear fitting 
yields a low emission area ( -61.0 × 10α ∼  µm2) and a large field enhancement factor 
( 5000β ∼ ). The value of α  is significantly smaller than the surface area of the probe 
(3.1 × 106 µm2). The field enhancement effect is very large due to the nanocone 
structure shown in the SEM micrograph. The effective emission area and field 
enhancement factor of the graphitic nanocone film can be calculated by assuming that 
its work function is similar to that of graphite ( 4.6φ ∼  eV) [69]. The results are 
summarized in Table 4-2. Since the work function for the mixed diamond and 
graphitic nanocone film is unknown, it is not possible to determine α  and β  values 
from the linear fitting. 
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Figure 4-8: Field emission F-N plots of (a) diamond nanocone film, (b) 
graphitic nanocone film, and (c) mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone film. 
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Table 4-2: Field electron emission parameters of the diamond nanocone film, 
graphitic nanocone film, and mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone film. 
 
Sample 
Turn-on 
field 
(V/µm) 
Work 
function 
(eV) 
Field 
enhancement 
factor 
Effective 
emission 
area (µm2) 
Emission 
current 
(µA ) 
Diamond 
nanocones 
10 5 5×103 1.0×10-6 
85 at 26 
V/µm 
Graphitic 
nanocones 
4 4.6 2×103 1.6×10-5 
180 at 13 
V/µm 
Mixed 
nanocones 
5 N/A N/A N/A 
170 at 20 
V/µm 
 
4.2.3 Conclusion 
The field electron emission properties from diamond nanocone films, graphitic 
nanocone films and mixed diamond and graphitic nanocone films have been studied. It 
has been found that all the nanocone films exhibit much better field electron emission 
properties than the diamond films in section 4.1. The graphitic nanocone film has the 
lowest turn-on field of 4 V/µm and the highest field electron emission current of 1.8 × 
102 µA at 13 V/µm. Compared to the graphitic nanocone film, the mixed diamond and 
graphitic nanocone film shows a slightly higher turn-on field of 5 V/µm, and a slightly 
smaller emission current of 1.7× 102 µA at 20 V/µm. The field electron emission 
properties of the diamond nanocone films are much better than those of diamond films 
without the cone structure. It has also been found that the nanocone films with pure or 
mixed graphitic structures have better FEE properties than diamond films. The effect 
of the sp2 concentration on FEE will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
4.3 Diamond Nanocomposite Films 
In this experiment, the field electron emission property of diamond nanocones 
was further enhanced by depositing a layer of a nanocrystalline diamond film on top of 
diamond nanocones. The nanocomposite diamond films exhibit similar field electron 
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emission properties as reported for carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [70-72]. The FEE 
enhancement can be attributed to the sharp protrusions on the surface of the 
nanocomposite films in both micrometer and nanometer scales.  
 
4.3.1 Sample Preparation 
The diamond nanocomposite films were synthesized by growing 
nanocrystalline diamond film on a layer of diamond nanocone film through graphite 
etching in a plasma enhanced HFCVD reactor. The filling pressure of the pure 
hydrogen working pressure was in the range 5.32 Pa to 1.99 kPa (typically 1.04 kPa). 
Over 1.5 hours deposition without plasma in HFCVD device, a diamond film of 7 µm 
with submicron scale grain size was deposited on the substrate. Then, a dc glow 
discharge between the filament (anode) and the substrate holder (cathode) was initiated. 
The discharge voltage and current were approximately 300 V and 100 mA, 
respectively. After 1.5 hours of plasma-enhanced deposition, the diamond nanocone 
film was synthesized on the substrate. After that, the bias was removed and the 
discharge disappeared. The diamond nanocone film was further processed for 
additional 1.5 hours without discharge. A layer of nanocrystalline diamond was 
deposited on the layer of diamond nanocones. 
 
4.3.2 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.2.1 Characterization 
Figure 4-9a-d show typical SEM images of diamond layers formed at different 
steps. As seen in Figure 4-9a, the diamond film deposited directly on Si through 
graphite etching without discharge is a very dense, continuous film. The average grain 
size of the film is approximately 200 nm, an order of magnitude smaller than that of 
the film with similar thickness synthesized by using a gas mixture of 1% CH4 and 99% 
H2.  
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Figure 4-9: SEM micrographs of diamond layers grown (a) directly on Si 
without discharge, (b) after biased deposition in plasma for 1.5 hours; (c) after 
further deposition without plasma for 1.5 hours (low magnification); (d) same 
as (c) but with higher magnification). 
 
When the submicrocrystalline diamond films were further processed for 1.5 
hours in a dc glow discharge with substrate holder negatively biased, well-aligned 
diamond nanocones were achieved (Figure 4-9b). After the samples with nanocone 
features were further deposited for 1.5 hours without discharge, a nanocomposite film 
with a layer of nanocrystalline diamond formed on the layer of diamond nanocone film 
was synthesized, as shown in Figure 4-9c, d.  The diamond nanocomposite film has the 
following features: (a) The nanocrystalline diamond layer on nanocones consists of 
diamond conglomerates with nanotips, (b) individual conglomerate, at the size of 
approximately 0.6 μm, is comprised of 20-40 grains of 15-200 nm diamond crystals, 
and (c) the density of the conglomerates on the diamond nanocones (Figure 4-9c) and 
the density of the diamond nanocones (Figure 4-9b) are on the same order of 
magnitude (~109/cm2), suggesting that each diamond conglomerate may have 
nucleated from each diamond cone and grown through high renucleation and growth of 
secondary nuclei. The high secondary nucleation rates are possibly the result of the 
high concentration of the activated hydrocarbon radicals around the substrate in the 
graphite etching process. Due to the high original and secondary nucleation rates, 
nanocrystalline diamond film was consequently synthesized on diamond nanocones. 
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Figure 4-10 shows the AFM 3-D surface images of diamond nanocomposite 
films at two different scales. Figure 4-10a depicts the height variation within an area of 
8.5×7.9 µm2 which includes several conglomerates as seen in the inset on the left-
bottom corner. Figure 4-10b depicts the height variation within an area of 250×250 
nm2 which includes part of one of the conglomerates. Both images exhibit a self-
similar morphology with a relatively rough surface featured by many protrusions in 
two different scales.  The AFM images are consistent with the SEM images in Figures 
4-9c and 4-9d. The morphology contains features of height variations in both 
micrometer and nanometer scales, which have been proved to be particularly suitable 
for field electron emission [73]. The turn-on electric field is expected to be very low 
because of the high aspect ratio of the micro- and nano-protrusions. A large effective 
emission area is also expected due to the irregular distribution of the tips. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-10: Typical AFM images of the diamond nanocomposite film: (a) for 
an area of 8.5×7.9 µm2. (b) for an area of 250×250 nm2. 
 
A typical Raman spectrum of the diamond nanocomposite films is depicted in 
Figure 4-11. The sharp peak centered at 1332 cm-1 indicates the formation of the 
diamond (sp3). In addition to this peak, a broad peak around 1550 cm-1, indicative of 
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the non-diamond (sp2) carbon, is observed.  Considering the fact that Raman scattering 
in the visible range (514 nm) is about 50 times more sensitive to sp2-bonded carbon 
than to sp3-bonded carbon, the concentration of sp2 carbon in the film is quite low. 
Furthermore, the grain boundaries of polycrystalline diamond usually consist of sp2-
bonded carbon. The appearance of sp2 in the film might be attributed to the 
nanostructure with a large area of grain boundary. The Raman spectrum clearly reveals 
the presence of both sp3 and sp2 carbon in the film. Introduction of non-diamond 
carbon into the diamond films will enhance the electron emission due to the 
enhancement in the films’ electric conductivity [74, 75]. 
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Figure 4-11: Raman spectrum of the diamond nanocomposite film. 
  
4.3.2.2 Field Electron Emission Properties 
The I-E curve of diamond nanocomposite films at the chamber pressure of 10-7 
Torr is shown in Figure 4-12. The field electron emission turn-on electric field is as 
low as 6 V/µm. The emission current reaches 36 µA at the electric field of 20 V/µm. 
The observed field electron emission properties are better than either a single layer 
microcrystalline diamond film (emission current of 10 µA at 30 V/µm with a turn-on 
field of 12 V/µm) [29] or a single layer nanocrystalline diamond film (emission current 
of 12 µA at 20 V/µm with a turn-on field of 10 V/µm) [76]. Comparing the FEE  
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properties of diamond nanocomposite films with the diamond nanocone  
films presented in Section 4.2.2 (e.g., curve (a) in Figure 4-7), the  
turn-on electric field of the diamond nanocone film decreased from 10  
V/µm to 6 V/µm. The corresponding emission current at the electric field of 20 V/µm 
increased from 19 µA to 36 µA. These results indicate that the nanocrystalline 
diamond film significantly enhances the field electron emission properties of diamond 
nanocone film. 
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Figure 4-12: field electron emission I-E curves of diamond nanocomposite 
film at different pressures. 
 
It has been found that absorbates have significant influence on the field 
electron emission process [76, 77]. The concentration of absorbate can be changed by 
controlling the pressure in the vacuum chamber and by pre-treatment with high electric 
field. In this work, the FEE measurement was performed under different air pressure to 
investigate the influence of pressure on the FEE properties of diamond nanocomposite 
films. As shown in Figure 4-12, with the increase of pressure, the turn-on electric field 
increases from 6 V/µm at 10-7 Torr to 8 V/µm at 10-5 Torr, and further to 12 V/µm at 
10-3 Torr. The emission current decreases as the pressure increases. At the electric field 
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of 18 V/µm, the emission current at 10-5 Torr drops to 70 % of the emission current at 
10-7 Torr. When the pressure increases further to 10-3 Torr, the emission current is only 
5% of the emission current at 10-7 Torr. The pressure dependence of the emission 
current may be attributed to the absorbates on the surface of the samples and, to a 
lesser extent, to electron collisions with air molecules. 
The F-N plots measured at three different pressures are presented in Figure 4-
13. The field enhancement factor can be calculated by linear fitting of F-N plots. 
Assuming that the work function of the diamond nanocomposite film is 5 eV, the 
calculated FEF of the film at 10-7 Torr is 159, and the corresponding effective emission 
area is 7 × 10-4 µm2, which is similar to that of diamond coated silicon emitter (10-4 – 
10-3 µm2) and much larger than that of the uncoated silicon emitters (10-8 µm2). 
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Figure 4-13: field electron emission F-N plots of diamond nanocomposite film 
at different pressures. 
 
As seen in Figure 4-13, the F-N plot at 10-7 Torr has a slope similar to that at 
10-5 Torr. Linear fitting results show that the field enhancement factors of the 
nanocomposite film at 10-7 Torr and at 10-5 Torr are 159 and 140, respectively, 
indicating that the pressure has little influence on the field electron emission properties 
of the films when the pressure is lower than 10-5 Torr. However, the F-N plot at a 
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higher pressure of 10-3 Torr is quite different from the plots at the lower pressures. The 
corresponding field enhancement factor is only 55. Some typical field electron 
emission parameters of the nanocomposite film are summarized in Table 4-3.  
 
Table 4-3: Typical field electron emission parameters of diamond 
nanocomposite film at different pressures. 
 
Pressure 10-7 Torr 10-5 Torr 10-3 Torr 
Turn-on electric field 6 V/µm 8 V/µm 12 V/µm 
Emission current at 18 V/µm 18 µA 12.48 µA 0.85 µA 
Field enhancement factor 159 140 55 
 
4.3.3 Conclusion 
Diamond nanocomposite films have been synthesized by growing a 
nanocrystalline diamond layer on top of a layer of diamond nanocone film. Many 
sharp protrusions on the surface of the film make it suitable for field electron emission. 
Compared with diamond nanocones, the diamond composite films exhibit lower turn-
on electric field and larger emission current. The influence of air pressure on the field 
electron emission properties of diamond nanocomposite films was also investigated. 
At the chamber pressure of 10-7 Torr, the nanocomposite film exhibits a low turn-on 
field of 6 V/µm and a strong emission current of 36 µA at the electric field of 20 V/µm. 
When the air pressure increases from 10-7 Torr to 10-5 Torr, a 30% current drop and 
very similar field electron emission F-N plots were observed. 
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Chapter 5  
 
Field Electron Emission Characteristics of 
Diamond Films: Influence of sp2 Phase 
Concentration 
 
The sp2 phase plays an important role in the field electron emission of diamond 
films. In fact, one of the possible routes for increasing the field electron emission 
capacity of diamond films is to increase the sp2 phase concentration in the diamond 
grain boundary region, as it has been proposed that grain boundaries of diamond films 
are sp2-bonded and the grains are sp3-bonded. The sp2-bonded regions are of low 
electrical resistivity and act as an electron transport path, which facilitates the electron 
field emission properties [78]. Until now, techniques still need to be developed to 
control the sp2 phase concentration. In this Chapter, several methods utilized to control 
the sp2 phase concentration in diamond films are described. The effect of the sp2 phase 
concentration on the field electron emission property of diamond films is also 
presented and discussed. 
 
5.1 Control of sp2 Phase Concentration in Diamond Films 
Deposited Using H2 and CH4 
Deposition conditions have significant influence on the growth of diamond 
films. Among all the important processing parameters utilized in the microwave 
plasma enhanced CVD growing process, the methane concentration and bias voltage 
are observed to influence the nucleation behaviour of diamond films most prominently. 
By varying these two parameters, diamond films with different grain size and sp2 
phase concentrations can be obtained. In this experiment, different diamond films were 
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synthesized by varying the methane concentration and substrate bias voltage. The 
effects of growth parameters on the grain size and sp2 phase concentration of the films 
are systematically studied. These characteristics are then correlated with the field 
electron emission properties of the diamond films. 
 
5.1.1 Sample Preparation 
The diamond films were grown in the microwave plasma enhanced CVD 
reactor on p-type mirror-polished Si (100) substrates. The substrate was immersed in 
methane and hydrogen plasma. Three sets of diamond films were synthesized by 
varying the methane concentration and substrate bias voltage. The first sets of diamond 
films were deposited at various methane concentrations (1%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 50%) 
without applying substrate bias voltage. The second sets of deposition experiments 
were performed at different methane concentrations (1%, 10%, 20% and 50%) with a -
250 V bias voltage. In order to investigate the influence of substrate bias voltage, the 
third sets of diamond films were synthesized using 1% methane concentration under 
different continuous negative bias voltages (-50 V, -100 V, -150 V and -200 V). The 
deposition time for all diamond films was 7 hours. 
 
5.1.2 Results and Discussion 
 
5.1.2.1 Diamond Films Deposited Under Different CH4 Concentrations Without 
Substrate Bias Voltage 
The typical microstructures of the diamond films grown using different CH4 
concentrations without substrate bias voltage are shown in Figure 5-1. With the 
increase of CH4 concentration from 1% to 5%, 10%, 20% and 50%, the diamond grain 
sizes are decreased. Raman spectra of these films are shown in Figure 5-2 and are very 
similar, except that the ratio of the sp3 phase (1332 cm-1 peak) to the sp2 phase (1480 
cm-1) is decreased with the increase of CH4 concentration. 
While the methane concentration in the reaction chamber imposes a significant 
influence on the SEM granular structure and Raman resonance characteristics of the 
diamond films, it also shows marked effects on the field electron emission properties 
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of the films. Figure 5-3 shows the field electron emission I-E curves and F-N plots of 
diamond films deposited at different CH4 concentrations (1%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 50%) 
without bias voltage. Some typical field electron emission parameters are listed in 
Table 5-1. It can be found that the field electron emission for the diamond films 
synthesized using 1% CH4 can be turned on at 20 V/µm and the emission current can 
reach 0.12 µA at 26 V/µm. With the increase of methane concentration, the field 
electron emission performances of diamond films were improved. The turn-on fields 
were lowered down to 16 V/µm, 14 V/µm, 10 V/µm and 6 V/µm for the diamond 
films synthesized using the CH4 concentration of 5%, 10%, 20% and 50%, 
respectively.  
 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Typical SEM micrographs of diamond films grown under different 
CH4 concentration without substrate bias voltage: (a) 1 % CH4, (b) 5 % CH4, (c) 
10 % CH4, (d) 20 % CH4, and (e) 50 % CH4. 
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Figure 5-2: Raman spectra of diamond films deposited under different CH4 
concentration without substrate bias voltage. 
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Figure 5-3: field electron emission I-E curves of diamond films deposited under 
different CH4 concentration without substrate bias voltage: (a) 1 % CH4, (b) 5 % 
CH4, (c) 10 % CH4, (d) 20 % CH4, and (e) 50 % CH4. 
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Table 5-1: Typical field electron emission parameters of diamond films 
deposited under different conditions. 
 
Sample CH4 concentration
Bias 
voltage 
Turn-on field 
(V/µm) 
Emission current 
(µA) 
01 1 % 0 20 0.12 µA at 26 V/µm 
02 5 % 0 16 3.08 µA at 26 V/µm 
03 10 % 0 14 2.85 µA at 26 V/µm 
04 20 % 0 10 4.28 µA at 26 V/µm 
05 50 % 0 6 14.1 µA at 26 V/µm 
06 1% -250 V 26 0.02 µA at 30 V/µm 
07 10% -250 V 25 0.4 µA at 30 V/µm 
08 20% -250 V 20 2.04 µA at 30 V/µm 
09 50% -250 V 14 16.9 µA at 30 V/µm 
10 1 % -50 V 15 0.04 µA at 20 V/µm 
11 1 % -100 V 14 2.68 µA at 20 V/µm 
12 1 % -150 V 20 0.01 µA at 20 V/µm 
13 1 % -200 V 10 5.34 µA at 20 V/µm 
 
5.1.2.2 Diamond Films Deposited Under Different CH4 Concentrations With -
250 V Substrate Bias Voltage 
To further improve the field electron emission properties of diamond films, a -
250 V bias voltage was applied to the substrate when the methane concentration was 
varied. Figure 5-4 shows the typical SEM micrographs of the films. Compared with 
the diamond films deposited using the same CH4 concentration but without bias 
voltage, the diamond films deposited with bias voltage exhibit smaller grain sizes, 
suggesting that the nucleation rate can be increased by applying bias voltage to the 
substrate. The bias voltage can increase the kinetic energy for the C+ species, which is 
expected to enhance the formation of sp3 C-C bonds. The bias enhanced nucleation 
technology has been used widely in diamond deposition [79-82]. 
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Figure 5-4: Typical SEM micrographs of diamond films grown under different 
CH4 concentration with -250 V substrate bias voltage: (a) 1 % CH4, (b) 10 % 
CH4, (c) 20 % CH4, and (d) 50 % CH4. 
 
Figure 5-5 shows the corresponding Raman spectra of diamond films deposited 
using different methane concentrations and with a -250 V bias voltage. Similarly, the 
ratio of sp3 phase to sp2 phase is decreased with the increase of CH4 concentration. For 
the diamond films synthesized using methane concentrations of 20% and 50%, very 
diffuse resonance peaks in the vicinity of 1150 cm-1 (D*), 1332 cm-1 (D), and 1580 cm-
1 (G) can be observed, which is similar to the Raman spectra for nanodiamond films 
reported in the literature [83, 84]. 
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Figure 5-5: Raman spectra of diamond films grown under different CH4 
concentration with -250 V substrate bias voltage. 
 
The field electron emission I-E curves of as-grown diamond films are shown in 
Figure 5-6. It was observed that the field electron emission properties were improved 
with the increased methane concentration during the deposition process, which is the 
same as the above diamond films synthesized using different CH4 concentrations but 
without applying substrate bias voltages. The field electron emission turn-on electric 
fields are decreased from 26 V/µm to 25 V/µm, 20V/µm, and then to 14V/µm. The 
corresponding emission current at the electric field of 30 V/µm is increased from 0.02 
µA to 0.4 µA, then to 2.04 µA, and finally to 16.9 µA. On the other hand, compared 
with the diamond films synthesized without applying bias voltage, the field electron 
emission properties were degraded, which can be attributed to the etching effect of H+ 
species under strong electric field. Although the comparison between Figure 5-1 and 
Figure 5-4 shows that the grain size becomes much smaller when applying substrate 
bias voltage during deposition, the etching effect of H+ ions will decrease the sp2 phase 
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concentration in the diamond films, which will decrease the electron transport ability 
of diamond grain boundaries and so decrease the emission current. 
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Figure 5-6: field electron emission I-E curves of diamond films deposited under 
different CH4 concentration with -250 V substrate bias voltage: (a) 1 % CH4, (b) 
10 % CH4, (c) 20 % CH4, and (d) 50 % CH4. 
 
5.1.2.3 Diamond Films Deposited Using 1 % CH4 With Different Substrate Bias 
Voltages 
To investigate the influence of bias voltage on the diamond growth and field 
electron emission properties, diamond films were synthesized using 1% CH4 but with 
different substrate bias voltages including -50 V, -100 V, -150 V and -200 V. Figure 5-
7 shows the typical SEM micrograph of diamond films. Contrary to the phenomenon 
that the CH4/H2 ratio markedly alters the grain size and morphology of the diamond 
films, the bias voltage shows essentially no influence on the grain size of the diamond 
films. 
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Figure 5-7: Typical SEM micrographs of diamond films grown using 1 % CH4 
with different substrate bias voltage: (a) -50 V, (b) -100 V, (c) -150 V, and (d) -
200 V. 
 
No obvious sp2 C-C peaks are observed from the corresponding Raman spectra. 
On the other hand, the very sharp sp3 C-C peaks at 1332 cm-1 indicate that these 
deposited diamond films are almost pure diamond. The nucleation and growth 
mechanism for diamond films due to applied bias voltages is not obvious. Presumably, 
the bias voltage not only increases the kinetic energy for the C+ species, which is 
expected to enhance the formation of sp3 C-C bonds, but also raises the bombardment 
energy of H+ species, which will increase the etching rate for the freshly formed C-C 
bonds including sp3 C-C and sp2 C-C bonds. Moreover, the H+ etching rate for sp3 C-C 
is much smaller than that of sp2 C-C bonds due to the difference in the bond strength. 
Under the action of bias voltage, most sp2 C-C bonds are etched away and most sp3 C-
C bonds remain intact. This is in accordance with the observed SEM micrographs and 
Raman spectra. 
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The field electron emission I-E curves for these films are shown in Figure 5-8. 
Some typical field electron emission parameters are listed in Table 5-1. It can be found 
that the bias voltage modifies the electron field emission properties of the diamond 
films less significantly than the methane concentration does. On one hand, compared 
with the diamond film deposited using 1% CH4 but without bias voltage, the field 
electron emission properties were enhanced by the applied bias voltage. But the 
enhancement is not as significant as that induced by the increase of methane 
concentration. On the other hand, the influence of bias voltage on the field electron 
emission properties is not monotonic.  For the – 50 V bias voltage deposited diamond 
film, the field electron emission was turned on at an applied field of 15 V/µm and 
reached an emission current of 0.04 µA at 20 V/µm. When the bias voltage is 
increased to -100 V, the turn on electric field remains the same, but the emission 
current was enhanced to 2.68 µA at 20 V/µm. For a higher bias voltage of -150 V, the 
field electron emission was degraded significantly with an emission current of 0.01 µA 
at 20 V/µm. At larger applied bias voltage of -200 V, the field electron emission 
property was enhanced significantly (with the turn on electric field of 10 V/µm and the 
emission current of 5.34 µA at 20 V/µm). This can be mainly attributed to the etching 
effect of H+ ions under applied electric field, which will decrease the sp2 phase 
concentration in the diamond grain boundaries and so decrease the field electron 
emission properties. 
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Figure 5-8: Field electron emission I-E curves of diamond films deposited using 
1 % CH4 with different substrate bias voltage:  (a)   -50 V,   (b) -100 V, (c) -150 
V, and (d) -200 V. 
 
Above mentioned results indicate that although the SEM granular structure and 
Raman crystal structure of these diamonds are very much alike, the deposition 
parameters such as methane concentration and substrate bias voltage do impose 
pronounced influences on the field electron emission characteristics of the diamond 
films. The modification on the field electron emission characteristics of the diamond 
films can be attributed to the change in the grain size and the sp2 phase concentration.  
By increasing the methane concentration and bias voltage, diamond films with small 
grain size were synthesized. The large proportion of grain boundaries is the main 
reason resulting in the improved field electron emission. However, the applied bias 
voltage will also increase the etching rate of H+ ions on the diamond films and so 
decrease the sp2 phase concentration. Thus, too strong bias voltage will degrade the 
field electron emission properties of diamond films. 
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5.1.3 Conclusion 
The microstructure and field emission characteristics of diamond films are 
strongly correlated with the deposition conditions including the methane concentration 
and the substrate bias voltage. Compared with the bias voltage, the methane 
concentration shows more prominent effects on the grain structure of the diamond 
films. The field electron emission properties of the diamond films are markedly 
enhanced as the methane concentration increases for both cases: with –250 V biasing 
and without biasing. The main factor modifying the field electron emission properties 
is related to the increase in the proportion of sp2-bonded grain boundaries due to the 
decrease of diamond grain size with the increase of methane concentration. The bias 
voltage exhibits nonmonotonic influences on the field electron emission properties of 
diamond films. This can be attributed to the two opposite influences of substrate bias 
voltage. On one hand, the increased bias voltage can enhance the nucleation of 
diamond films and so decrease the grain size, which will in turn enhance the field 
electron emission. On the other hand, the increased substrate bias voltage will also 
enhance the etching rate of sp2 phase by H+ ions in the plasma and so decrease the sp2 
phase concentration in the films, which will degrade the field electron emission from 
diamond films. 
 
5.2 Control of sp2 Phase Concentration in Diamond Films 
Deposited Using Graphite Etching 
In conventional diamond synthesis, hydrogen mixed with hydrocarbon gas has 
been widely used [85-87]. However, in these methods, a substrate temperature above 
700 0C is required for the synthesis of high quality diamond films with reasonably high 
growth rate. Therefore substrates that melt or undergo problematic phase transitions at 
such high temperatures cannot be employed. Removing this limitation by decreasing 
the synthesis temperature would significantly expand the field electron emission 
applications of diamond films. In the experiment, a novel deposition method of 
diamond films on Si substrate with a high growth rate using graphite etched by 
hydrogen as a carbon source in a hot filament chemical vapor deposition reactor 
without plasma discharge [88, 89] and in a microwave plasma reactor [89] was 
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developed. High quality diamond films have been deposited at temperatures as low as 
250 ˚C using this method. The advantages of the new process over the conventional 
methods using an H2+ 1% CH4 gas mixture include deposition at lower temperature, 
higher growth rate, and reduced carbon soot contamination to the deposition system 
[89]. 
In order to optimize diamond film growth through graphite etching and 
improve the field electron emission properties of the as-grown diamond films, the 
effects of the hydrogen flow rate on the growth rate and morphology of diamond were 
investigated systematically in this experiment. These surface properties were then 
correlated with the field electron emission properties of the deposited diamond films. 
 
5.2.1 Sample Preparation 
Diamond deposition experiments were conducted in a microwave plasma-
enhanced CVD reactor filled with hydrogen. The p-type (100)-oriented mirror polished 
Si wafers with a thickness of 0.65 mm were used as substrates. A 1 mm thick isotropic 
polycrystalline graphite sheet (Poco’s EDM-3) was placed beside the silicon substrate. 
The vacuum chamber was pumped down to a pressure of 1.0 × 10-6 Torr using a turbo-
molecular pump backed by a roughing pump. In order to get a high nucleation density 
of diamond, the silicon substrates were ultrasonically scratched in a solution 
containing diamond powder. The substrate temperature was measured with a 
thermocouple mounted right behind the substrate holder. When the working pressure 
was stabilized at 30 Torr, a 2.45 GHz microwave source was switched on to produce a 
hydrogen plasma. The microwave power, substrate temperature and working pressure 
were fixed at 1000 W, 520 ˚C and 30 Torr, respectively. The hydrogen flow rate was 
varied from 500 sccm to 1 sccm. The deposition time of the samples was 7 hours. In 
this process, almost no carbon soot was formed in the deposition system because 
hydrocarbon was only formed locally from graphite etched by hydrogen, which 
significantly reduced carbon contamination of the deposition system, compared with 
the conventional methods. In order to compare the samples grown using a 
conventional gas mixture of methane and hydrogen, diamond thin films were also 
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grown using a gas mixture of 1% CH4 + 99% H2 under similar conditions without 
graphite inside the reaction chamber. 
 
5.2.2 Results and Discussion 
The surface morphologies of diamond films deposited with different hydrogen 
flow rates from 500 sccm to 1 sccm were characterized using SEM. Figure 5-9 shows 
the typical plane-view SEM images of diamond films grown for 7 hours with hydrogen 
flow rates of 500 sccm, 300 sccm, 90 sccm, 30 sccm, 10 sccm, and 1 sccm, 
respectively. As shown in Figure 5-9a, with a flow rate at 500 sccm, diamond 
nucleation density is very low, and only separate diamond particles are formed. The 
average diamond particle size is around 100 nm, thus the average diameter growth rate 
of diamond particles is very low (14 nm/h). When the flow rate decreases to 300 sccm 
(Figure 5-9b), both diamond nucleation density and growth rate increase. Diamond 
particles start to coalesce. The average diamond particle size increases to 300 nm, 
increasing their average diameter growth rate to 43 nm/h, three times higher than films 
grown with a flow rate at 500 sccm. With further decrease in the flow rate to 90 sccm 
(Figure 5-9c), nearly continuous diamond films were formed with an average grain 
size of approximately 400 nm. When the flow rate was below 90 sccm (Figure 5-9d-f), 
denser, continuous diamond films were obtained. The average grain size increases with 
decreasing flow rate, peaks at a flow rate of 50 sccm, but decreases with further 
decrease of the hydrogen flow rate. Nanocrystalline diamond films are obtained when 
the flow rate was 3 sccm or lower. The thickness measurement from cross-section 
SEM images indicates that the diamond film growth rate increases significantly with 
decreasing hydrogen flow rate. The diamond film growth rate increases from 3 nm/h at 
500 sccm to 2.1 μm/h at 1 sccm.  
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Figure 5-9: Plan-view SEM morphologies of diamond films grown with 
different hydrogen flow rates of (a) 500 sccm, (b) 300 sccm, (c) 90 sccm, (d) 30 
sccm, (e) 10 sccm and (f) 1 sccm. 
 
For comparison, diamond films were deposited under similar conditions using 
a conventional H2 + 1% CH4 gas mixture (without graphite inside the reaction chamber) 
with different gas flow rates. Diamond growth rates were similar when total gas flow 
rate varied from 10 sccm to 500 sccm. The average film growth rate is around 0.3 
μm/h, 3 to 7 times lower than that of the films synthesized through graphite etching at 
a flow rate of 30 to 1 sccm. These results show that the method based on graphite 
etching significantly enhances diamond growth rate. Furthermore, the crystallite size in 
the film with low flow rates is more than one order of magnitude smaller than that of 
the film deposited by a gas mixture of 1% CH4 + 99% H2. This is attributed to the 
production of activated hydrocarbon radicals formed through in-situ etching of 
graphite by hydrogen.  
Figure 5-10 shows Raman spectra of the diamond films deposited at different 
hydrogen flow rates described in Figure 5-9. A clear Raman phonon peak around 1332 
cm-1, characteristic of diamond phase, is observed in all the spectra. The broad peak at 
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around 1582 cm-1 (G-band) corresponds to sp2-bonded carbon. Considering the fact 
that Raman scattering in the visible range (514 nm) is up to 50 times more sensitive to 
sp2-bonded carbon than sp3-bonded carbon, the sp2 bonded carbon concentration in all 
the films is quite low. With the decrease of hydrogen flow rate, the diamond peak at 
1332 cm-1 decreases in intensity and increases in width. The G-band Raman scattering 
signal increases with the decreasing hydrogen flow rate, indicating diamond films with 
more sp2- bonded carbon were deposited. Thus, the hydrogen flow rate played an 
important role in affecting the Raman characteristics of the diamond films. For 
quantitative comparison of the concentration of sp2- and   sp3- bonded carbon in the 
films, the integrated intensity ratio of the G-band to the diamond peak (IG/ID) is 
estimated from the Raman spectra. The dependence of IG/ID on the hydrogen flow rate 
is depicted in Figure 5-11b. With the decrease of hydrogen flow rates from 50 sccm to 
30 sccm, then to 10 sccm, and finally to 1 sccm, the IG/ID ratio is shifted from 
approximately zero to 0.43, 0.98, and then to 1.08, respectively. Compared with the 
Raman spectra taken from samples synthesized using a conventional gas mixture of 
1% CH4 + 99% H2 (not shown), the diamond quality in these films shows no 
significant degradation. 
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Figure 5-10: Raman spectra of diamond films deposited under different H2 flow 
rates: (a) 50 sccm, (b) 30 sccm, (c) 10 sccm, and (d) 1 sccm. 
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Figure 5-11 summarizes the dependence of the diamond grain sizes (Figure 5-
11a), the IG/ID ratios (Figure 5-11b), and the film growth rates (Figure 5-11c) on the 
hydrogen flow rates (ranging from 50 sccm to 1 sccm) for the synthesized continuous 
films. With decreasing hydrogen flow rate, the grain size decreases, whereas the sp2–
bonded carbon concentration and the growth rate increases.  
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Figure 5-11: The dependence of (a) diamond grain size, (b) IG/ID ratio, and (c) 
film growth rate on the hydrogen flow rate. 
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Figure 5-12 shows the field electron emission I E−  curves of the deposited 
diamond films. Samples prepared at lower hydrogen flow rate show lower turn-on 
electric field (defined by the electric field at which the emission current reaches 0.01 
µA). Also the emission current increases at higher flow rates. For the diamond film 
grown at the hydrogen flow rate of 50 sccm, the largest turn-on electric field of 19 
V/µm and the largest emission current of 0.2 µA at the electric field of 20 V/µm were 
obtained. With the decrease of the hydrogen flow rates from 50 sccm to 30 sccm, then 
to 10 sccm, and finally to 1 sccm, the diamond films exhibited decreased turn-on 
electric fields of 15 V/µm, 12 V/µm, and 6 V/µm. The corresponding emission current 
at 20 V/µm increases to 1.9 µA, 13.2 µA, and 36.7 µA, respectively. The dependence 
of the changes of field electron emission parameters including the turn-on electric field 
and the emission current at the electric field of 20 V/µm are depicted in Figure 5-13. 
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Figure 5-12: FEE I-E curves and F-N plots (inset) of diamond films deposited 
under different H2 flow rates: (a) 1 sccm, (b) 10 sccm, (c) 30 sccm, and (d) 50 
sccm. 
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Figure 5-13: The dependence of (a) turn-on electric field (V/µm) and (b) 
emission current (µA) at 20 V/µm on the hydrogen flow rate.  
 
The Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) plot corresponding to the field electron emission 
I E−  curve for each sample is depicted in the inset of Figure 5-12. Each F-N plot can 
be fitted into a straight line, supporting the electron emission through the tunneling 
mechanism. The F-N plot feature is characterized by the field enhancement factor and 
the effective emission area, which can be obtained through linear fitting. According to 
the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) field electron emission theory, the emission current 
related to the applied electric field is given as 
3
2 2 2ln( / ) ln[ /( / )] ( / ) /( )I E A e B e Eαβ φ φ β= − .                              (5-1) 
By linear fitting, the field enhancement factor and the effective emission area 
can be calculated from the intercept  
2
ln
/
Aa
e
αβ
φ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,                                                      (5-2) 
and the slope  
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3
2( / )B eb φβ= −                                                       (5-3) 
of the F-N plot. 
In order to calculate the field enhancement factor β  and the effective emission 
area α , the work function should be known. For diamond, a work function of 4 eV to 
5 eV has been used by other authors [58, 59]. An alternative treatment of the uncertain 
work function is presented below. 
From Equations 5-2 and 5-3, the field enhancement factor and the effective 
emission area can be expressed as functions of the work function: 
3 3 3
32 2 2
2
5 5
5 ( )
5
B B
b e b e
φ φβ β φ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − = − =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ,                                  (5-4) 
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2 2
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2 2 2 2
2 2 55
5
a ab e b e
AB AB
e e
αα φφ φ= = =⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
,                                   (5-5) 
where 
3
2
5
5B
b e
β ⎛ ⎞= − ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  and ( )
2
5 22 5 /
ab e
AB e
α =  are the field enhancement factor and 
effective emission area when a work function value of 5 eV is assumed for diamond 
films. 5 / 5eVφ φ=  is the work function normalized to 5 eV. Figure 5-14 shows the 
fitted 5β  (Figure 5-14a) and 5α  (Figure 5-14b) values of diamond films deposited at 
different hydrogen flow rates. The actual β  (α ) value is above (below) the curve for 
5eVφ > as indicated by Equations 5-4 (5-5) and depicted in Figure 5-14. The field 
enhancement factor increased from 360 to 530, 770, and then to 1100 when the 
hydrogen flow rate was decreased from 50 sccm to 30 sccm, 10 sccm, and 1 sccm. The 
corresponding effective emission areas are also increased from 2.5 × 10-6 µm2 to 5.3 × 
10-6 µm2, 8.7 × 10-6 µm2, and then to 1.1 × 10-5µm2.  It has been found that both the 
field enhancement factor and the effective emission area increase with decreasing 
hydrogen flow rates if a constant work function value of 5 eV is assumed for all 
diamond films. Although a work function of 5 eV has been assumed to calculate the 
values of the field enhancement factor and the effective surface area, which are 
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displayed in Figure 5-14, the trend of the change of those values for the diamond films 
synthesized at the decreasing flow rates remains unchanged when the value of the 
work function is changed between 4 eV and 5 eV. Figure 5-15 further shows the 
ranges of the field enhancement factors (Figure 5-15a) and effective emission areas 
(Figure 5-15b) for the assumed work functions between 4 eV and 5 eV. 
 
 
Figure 5-14: Field enhancement factors (a) and effective emission areas (b) 
calculated from the linear fitting of F-N plots by choosing the diamond work 
function as 5 eV.  
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Figure 5-15: Influence of work function change on the linear fitting results of F-
N plots. 
 
The combined information shown in Figures 5-12, 5-14 and 5-15 indicate that 
the hydrogen flow rate has significant influence on the microstructure and chemical 
bonding of the diamond films, as well as on field electron emission properties. With 
the decrease in the hydrogen flow rate, the deposited diamond films exhibit lower turn-
on electric field and larger emission current. The linear fitting results demonstrate that 
the field electron emission properties are enhanced by the increase in both the field 
enhancement factor and the effective emission area, which can be attributed to the 
increased sp2 phase concentration in the diamond films. 
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5.2.3 Conclusion 
The results presented in this experiment indicate that hydrogen flow rate is an 
important parameter influencing the growth of diamond thin films through graphite 
etching in a microwave plasma reactor. The growth rate and nucleation density of 
diamond films increase significantly with the decrease of hydrogen flow rate. The 
diamond films exhibit improved field electron emission characteristics when the 
hydrogen flow rate decreases. The main factors improving the field electron emission 
properties may be attributed to the increase of both the surface rms roughness and the 
sp2-bonded carbon concentration in the diamond films. The increase in the sp2 carbon 
concentration is caused by the decrease of diamond grain size and thus the increase in 
the grain boundary area, which contains the sp2 carbon.  
  
5.3 Control of sp2 Phase Concentration in Diamond Films by Acid 
Treatment 
All the above methods of adjusting the sp2 phase concentration in diamond 
films are also accompanied by the change of the diamond grain size. In order to 
investigate the exact influence of sp2 phase concentration on field electron emission, it 
is necessary to change the sp2 phase concentration without changing the diamond grain 
sizes. Acid treatment is a good method to solve this problem. Yuan et al. have 
speculated that acid etching can remove graphite and non-diamond impurities present 
in the film and increase the number of micro-protrusions on the film surface [90]. In 
this experiment, Raman spectroscopy was employed to understand the influence of 
acid treatment on the field electron emission properties of diamond films.  
 
5.3.1 Sample Preparation 
The diamond samples in this experiment were prepared in a microwave plasma 
enhanced CVD reactor. The reaction source is 1% methane gas mixed with hydrogen. 
The total flow rate was 50 sccm and the substrate temperature was kept at ~700°C.  
The acid treatment was employed by dipping the diamond films in aqua regia 
(a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric acids with a volumetric ratio of 1:4). The 
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treatment was carried out at temperature 90°C for 30 min. After this, the samples were 
thoroughly rinsed with deionized water.  
 
5.3.2 Results and Discussion 
The Raman spectra of as-deposited and acid-treated CVD diamond films are 
shown in Figure 5-16. The as-deposited film (Figure 5-16 a) shows a characteristic 
peak at ~1332 cm−1 indicating formation of the diamond (sp3) phase. In addition to this 
a broad hump around ~1580 cm−1 indicative of a non-diamond (sp2) phase is also 
observed. Thus the Raman spectrum clearly reveals the presence of both the sp3 and 
sp2 phases in the diamond film with the ID/IG ratio of 0.78, where ID and IG are the 
intensities of the diamond and graphite peaks, respectively.  
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Figure 5-16: Raman spectra of: (a) as-deposited, and (b) aqua regia treated 
diamond films.  
 
The Raman spectrum of acid-treated diamond film (Figure 5-16b) exhibits 
spectral features similar to that of as-deposited film but with an ID/IG ratio of ~1.02. In 
comparison with the as-deposited case, a careful observation reveals: (i) reduction in 
the intensity of the peak corresponding to sp2 phase and (ii) enhancement in the 
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intensity and sharpness of the sp3 peak, and (iii) increase in the ID/IG ratio. These 
observations can be attributed to removal of graphitic content during acid etching. It 
should be noted that in case of CVD diamond films, Raman scattering from the sp3 
phase is influenced by the amount of sp2 phase since the scattering efficiency of 
graphite is higher than that of pure diamond. As a consequence, in the case of diamond 
films with more sp2 content, the Raman scattering from the sp3 phase will be relatively 
weaker than that from a film with less sp2 content for the same number of scans. Thus 
the observed Raman spectrum clearly supports the speculation of removal of graphitic 
content by the acid treatment. 
The I-E curves of as-deposited and acid-treated films are shown in Figure 5-17. 
It is apparent from the I–E curves that the field electron emission current at 28 V/µm 
has reduced from 22 µA to 2.9 µA after the acid treatment. The results demonstrate 
that field electron emission characteristics of diamond films are influenced by the 
presence of sp2 phase in the films. In this experiment, the observed results exhibiting 
reduction in the emission current and enhancement in the turn-on voltage are due to the 
removal of the sp2 phase present in the films by acid treatment, as supported by the 
Raman spectroscopic studies. 
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Figure 5-17: FEE I-E curves of diamond films before (a) and after (b) acid 
treatment. 
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5.3.3 Conclusion 
From the observed results, it is clear that the acid treatment of a diamond film 
leads to the degradation of its field electron emission characteristics. Moreover, in the 
field electron emission of diamond films, the role of sp2 content is very important. 
Diamond films having more sp2 content show better FEE properties than those with 
lower sp2 phase concentration. 
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Chapter 6  
 
Field Electron Emission Characteristics of 
Graphitic Nanocones: Deviation of Fowler-
Nordheim Plots from Straight Lines 
 
Many researchers have used linear fitting of F-N plots to derive the values of 
α  and β . However, on many occasions the experimental F-N plots cannot be well 
fitted by a single straight line. In these cases, the values of α  and β  derived from 
linear fitting to an F-N plot may not be meaningful. Some recent work tried to explain 
the nonlinearity in F-N plots by mechanisms such as internal injection at the interface, 
bulk conduction in the film, the transition from thermionic emission to field electron 
emission and the space charge effect [59, 91, 92]. In this experiment, the nonlinearity 
in the F-N plots of graphitic nanocones has been investigated and the results indicate 
that the nonlinearity in the F-N plots is attributed to the nonuniformity in field 
enhancement factors of the emitters. 
 
6.1 Sample Preparation and FEE Measurement 
Graphitic nanocones were synthesized on the untreated p-type (100) polished 
silicon wafers in an HFCVD reactor. The H2 and CH4 (20%) mixture, introduced by a 
mutichannel mass flow controller, was used as the reaction source. The typical 
substrate temperature and deposition time were 700 ºC and 1 hour, respectively. The 
relatively higher methane concentration and untreated substrate were the main factors 
that contributed to the growth of graphitic nanocones. Figure 6-1a shows the SEM 
image of the well-aligned graphitic nanocones. The Raman spectrum in Figure 6-1b 
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displays the D band at 1350 cm-1 and a stronger G band at 1580 cm-1, two 
characteristic peaks of graphite. The field electron emission characteristics of the 
samples were measured using anodes with different diameters of 1.5 mm, 2 mm, 2.5 
mm, and 3 mm to verify the nonuniform field enhancement factors. The sample size 
was approximately 44 ×  mm2. 
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Figure 6-1: SEM image (a) and Raman spectrum (b) of graphitic nanocones. 
 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
Figure 6-2 shows the field electron emission F-N plots obtained using different 
sizes of anodes. The emission current increases with the anode surface area because 
more nanocones participate in the electron emission when larger probes are used. It 
was also found that nonlinearity emerges at high electric region in some of the F-N 
plots. The F-N plots obtained using anodes of 1.5 mm and 2 mm in diameters cannot 
be fit into one single straight line, but instead require two straight lines with different 
slopes. At the low electric field region, the F-N plots have smaller slope and so larger 
FEF than those at the high electric field region. By separate linear fitting in two 
regions, the FEFs of 493 and 150 were obtained for the anode of 1.5 mm in diameter at 
low electric field and high electric field, respectively. For anodes with larger diameters, 
it is appropriate to fit the data to single straight lines. The typical linear fitting 
parameters for the four anodes with different diameters are listed in Table 6-1. The fact 
that two different sets of  α  and β  values can be obtained from the F-N plots suggests 
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that the FEF of graphitic nanocones are not uniform. The FEFs shown in Table 6-1 
increase with the probe size, suggesting that the nanocones close to the border of the 
sample have larger FEFs, presumably due to the edge effect during the synthesis 
process. This phenomenon of nonuniform FEFs was also evidenced by the FEE 
scanning test from center to the border of graphitic nanocones using 1 mm probe. It 
should be noticed that the F-N plot obtained using 1 mm probe is a single straight line, 
which has been presented in Section 4.2.2 (curve b in Figure 4-8). This is because the 
electric field range for F-N plot shown in Figure 4-8 ( 3 13 V/ mE μ= ∼  or 
1/ 0.08 0.3 m/VE μ= ∼ ) is lower than that for F-N plots shown in Figure 6-2 (>13 
V/µm).  The nonlinear phenomena occur only at high field region as to be presented as 
a model in Section 6.3. 
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Figure 6-2: Field electron emission F-N plots of graphitic nanocones obtained 
using anodes with different diameters. 
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Table 6-1: Results of linear fitting to the experimental data shown in Figure 6-2. 
1β  and 2β  are the field enhancement factors derived from the F-N plots at the 
low and high electric field regions, respectively. 1α  and 2α  are the 
corresponding effective emission areas. 
 
Probe diameter 1β  2β  1α  (µm2) 2α  (µm2) 
1.5 mm 493 150 1.31 × 10-5 26.2  
2 mm 671 249 1.75 × 10-5 0.1 
2.5 mm 892   2 × 10-5  
3 mm 1454  5.2 × 10-6   
 
It was also observed that the deviation of the F-N plot from a straight line 
reduces with the probe size. For the F-N plot obtained using a 1.5 mm anode, the 
difference between the slope magnitudes at low and high electric fields is 355. For the 
anode 2 mm in diameter, the difference reduces to 193. For the anodes of 2.5 mm and 
3 mm in diameters, there is no obvious deviation between low and high electric field. 
The F-N plots can be well fitted into single straight lines representing higher FEFs than 
those obtained with the smaller anodes. 
Bonard et al. have found that, for field emitters with large aspect ratios such as 
CNTs, the FEF measured with a large probe is even higher than that measured from a 
single nanotube [93].  The result was attributed to the nonuniform FEFs of nanotubes. 
In large area measurements, the FEF obtained is very close to the FEF of the nanotube 
with the largest FEF, as the nanotubes with the highest FEF will dominate the emission 
current [61]. The FEF obtained from any randomly selected nanotubes should not 
exceed this maximum value. It has also been found that the variation of the work 
function can lead to the nonlinearity of F-N plot. This is because the slope of the F-N 
plot, 
3
2 /Bφ β− , depends on two parameters φ  and β . The different work function φ  
will produce different slopes, which cause the nonlinearity of F-N plot. It can be 
speculated that the variation of β  can also lead to the nonlinear F-N plot. 
It is expected that the FEFs from flat emitters do not vary with probe size. To 
verify this hypothesis, the field electron emission characteristics of a uniform graphite 
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film were measured with the same set of anode probes with different diameters as 
those used for graphitic nanocones. The F-N plots obtained are shown in Figure 6-3. 
All the plots are almost straight lines and are nearly parallel. The intercept on the 
vertical axis and therefore the effective surface area α  increase with the probe size. 
Linear fitting of all four F-N plots results in the similar FEF of ~ 120. 
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Figure 6-3: Field electron emission F-N plots of flat graphite film obtained 
using anodes with different diameters. 
 
6.3 Model 
In the experiments, the nonuniform nature of the FEF of graphitic nanocones 
was suggested by the fact that the FEFs increased with anode sizes as listed in Table 6-
1. In addition, a 1mm probe was used to perform the field electron emission test in 
different sites of the sample. The obtained F-N plots are straight lines, a typical one of 
which has been shown in Chapter 4. By linear fitting, it was found that the field 
enhancement factors are increased from center to border of the sample. As mentioned 
above, the slope of an F-N plot is proportional to 1/ β . Therefore, the nonlinearity of 
an F-N plot may emerge if the emission currents from graphitic nanocones with 
different FEFs coexist on the surfaces probed. To explain the feature of two straight 
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lines observed in the experiments, the following model is proposed: (i) The 
nonuniform nanocones are assumed to have two groups with different FEFs of 1β  and 
2β , where 1 2β β> (the emission contribution from other groups with FEFs smaller 
than 2β  will be neglected); (ii) At low macroscopic electric field E , electrons only 
emit from nanocones with the larger FEFs, which corresponds to the section of the F-N 
plot with a small slope; (iii) At high electric field, nanocones with smaller FEFs also 
become electron emission sites. The total emission current and thus the F-N plot are 
determined by the contribution from both groups of nanocones with the larger and 
smaller FEFs. Therefore, the resultant FEF is expected to be smaller than that of the 
group with larger FEF, corresponding to the section on the F-N plot with a larger slope. 
Based on the above field electron emission model, the nonuniformity of the F-
N plots can be quantitatively analysed based on the existing F-N theory. The emission 
current from the two groups (group 1 and 2) can be separately expressed by the 
following equations 
2 1 2 exp[ /( )]m m m mI A E M Eα β φ β−= − ,                                      (6-1) 
( 1,2m = ), where the notation 
3
2M Bφ≡  has been used. The total current TI  is thus 
given by 
1 2 2 2
1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2{ exp[ /( )] exp[ /( )]}TI I I A E M E M Eφ α β β α β β−= + = − + − .          (6-2) 
This equation may be re-arranged into the form 
1 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2exp[ /( )]{ exp[ ( ) /( )]}TI A E M E M Eφ β α β α β β β β β−= − + − − ,         6-3) 
where 1 2β β>  has been assumed, if 1 2α α> , then the contribution from group 2, i.e., 
the second term in the curly brackets in Equation 6-3, can be neglected. However, if 
1 2α α<  and 1α  is so much less than 2α  that the relation 2 21 1 2 2α β α β<  holds, it is 
possible for both terms in curly brackets in Equation 6-3 to contribute. The relative 
importance of the two terms changes with E . If a change in the applied electric field 
occurs, it is clear from Equation 6-3 that the F-N plot may have different slopes in 
different field ranges. 
In order to illustrate the above qualitative analysis, numerical calculations 
based on Equation 6-3 have been carried out for six groups of graphite emitters (φ =5 
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eV) with FEFs of 3500, 3500/3, 3500/4, 3500/5, 3500/6 and 3500/7, corresponding to 
groups 1 to 6 marked in Figure 6-4a. The effective emission area is assumed to be 0.05 
nm2 for group 1 and 5 nm2 for all other five groups. It can be seen from the F-N plots 
of the six groups that the emission current from group 1 with the largest FEF is much 
larger than the emission current from any of the other five groups at the low electric 
fields. With the increasing electric fields, the emission current from the group 2 
emitters starts to surpass that from group 1. With further increase of the electric field, 
the emission current from group 3, and one after another from the other groups, 
surpasses that from group 1.  In order to simulate the influence of nonuniform FEFs, 
the field electron emission from group 1 is added separately to that from groups 2 to 6. 
The corresponding F-N plots are depicted in Figure 6-4b and marked as a, b, c, d, and 
e in which the nonlinear F-N plots are evident for some of the summation 
combinations. At the low electric region, the field electron emission from the sites with 
the largest FEF (group 1) plays the major role. The contribution from sites with small 
FEFs (group 2 to 6) can be neglected. Thus the F-N plot at the low electric field region 
is almost linear. With the increase of the applied electric field, the emission current of 
sites with small FEF become comparable to those with the largest FEF due to their 
large effective emission areas (large intercept in F-N plot). Therefore, F-N plots in the 
strong electric field region deviate from the straight line. This result is consistent with 
the experimental observations shown in Figure 6-2, in which the nonlinearity in F-N 
plots occurs in the strong electric field region. From Figure 6-4b, it can be also found 
that the deviation of F-N plots from a straight line is less prominent when the 
difference in FEFs is large within the electric field region investigated.  This is also 
consistent with the experimental results. The nanocones close to the border of the 
sample have large FEFs as shown in Table 6-1. With the increase of the probe size, 
more nanocones with larger FEFs at the edge of the sample are covered by the probe. 
The field electron emission contribution from the nanocones at the center of the 
sample with much smaller FEFs can be neglected. Therefore, the F-N plot is a straight 
line. It is expected that the nonlinear nature of the F-N plot for the 3 mm probe in 
Figure 6-2 will occur at even higher electric fields. However, this region could not be 
reached in this experiment due to experimental limitations. 
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In order to compare the experimental F-N plot and the model proposed in this 
study, the F-N plot has been reproduced for the anode of 1.5 mm in diameter based on 
the following two methods. Firstly, the FEFs and effective emission areas obtained by 
separate linear fitting ( 1β =493, 2β =150, 1α =1.31 × 10-5 µm2, 2α =26.2 µm2, as listed 
in table 6-1) as well as the work function φ =5 eV are used in Equation 6-3 and the 
result is depicted in Figure 6-5a. Secondly, Equation 6-3 with four unknown 
parameters is used in a one-step fitting procedure using the simplex algorithm [94] to 
produce the curve b in Figure 6-5. The fitting results are: 1β  = 490, 2β  = 144, 1α  = 
1.36 × 10-5 µm2, and 2α  = 29.3 µm2. It can be seen that both methods result in similar 
FEF values consistent within 4.0 % and similar effective emission areas consistent 
within 11.8 %. The 2χ  values describing the goodness of the fitting of the F-N plot, 
which are given by 
2
,exp2
2
1
( )N i i
i i
y yχ σ=
−=∑ , are 0.81 for the separate fitting method 
corresponding to curve a in Figure 6-5 and 0.34 for the one-step fitting method 
corresponding to curve b. 
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Figure 6-4: Calculated field electron emission F-N plots for emitters with two 
types of emission sites with different FEFs and effective emission areas: (a) 
single groups ( 1β =3500, 1α =0.05 nm2; 2β =1167, 2α =5 nm2; 3β =875, 3α =5 
nm2; 4β =700, 4α =5 nm2; 5β =583, 5α =5 nm2; 6β =500, 6α =5 nm2); (b) 
summation of FEEs of group 1 and group 2 (curve b), 3 (curve c) , 4 (curve d), 5 
(curve e) and 6 (curve f); (c) enlarged plots of (b) in high field region. 
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Figure 6-5: Field electron emission F-N plots obtained with the anode of 1.5 
mm in diameter: (a) reproduced F-N plots using separate linear fitting 
parameters in Table 1; (b) one-step fitting. 
 
For comparison, Equation 6-3 for emitters with uniform FEFs ( 1 2β β= ) was 
also analyzed. In this case, Equation 6-3 reduces to  
1 2 2
1 2( ) exp[ /( )]TI A E M Eα α φ β β−= + − .                                (6-4) 
In F-N coordinates, it becomes 
2 2 1
1 2ln( / ) ln[ ( ) ] /( )TI E A M Eα α β φ β−= + − .                             (6-5) 
Obviously, the corresponding F-N plots are parallel straight lines. The results 
show that the uniform FEFs do not produce nonlinear F-N plots as confirmed by the F-
N plot shown in Figure 6-3 for a uniform graphite sample. 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
In summary, the field electron emission characteristics of graphitic nanocones 
were investigated using anodes with different diameters. The deviation of F-N plots 
from a straight line was observed in the field electron emission measurements. The 
experimental results and numerical calculation demonstrate that the nonlinearity in the 
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F-N plots originates from the nonuniform FEFs of graphitic nanocones. At the low 
macroscopic electric field region, electrons are emitted mainly from nanocones with 
large FEFs, which correspond to an F-N plot with small slope. At the strong electric 
field, nanocones with small FEFs also become electron emission sites, which reduce 
the average FEF and so increase the slope of the F-N plot. The FEFs and effective 
emission areas can be obtained either by separate straight line fitting or by one-step 
fitting to the summed emission current. 
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Chapter 7  
 
Conclusion 
 
Some major contributions resulting from the Ph.D. work are concluded below. 
 
7.1 Plasma Enhanced CVD Synthesis of Diamond and Related 
Carbon-Based Films 
The nucleation and growth mechanisms of diamond and related carbon-based 
films in the microwave plasma enhanced CVD and plasma enhanced HFCVD 
processes have been investigated. The synthesis of these carbon-based films with 
controlled structure, morphology and properties has been studied.  
This research is motivated by the outstanding properties of diamond which will 
allow it to operate under high temperature, high radiation and corrosive environments 
where Si based electronics are inadequate. A range of analytical tools was used in this 
research. Particularly, some expertise in the use of SEM and Raman Microscopy to 
analyze diamond and related carbon-based films was acquired. The deposition 
parameters including the reaction source, gas flow rate, reaction pressure, substrate 
bias voltage and substrate temperature were varied to obtain different diamond films. 
In this experiment, the diamond films with different grain morphologies and different 
sp2/sp3 ratios have been deposited by adjusting the gas flow rate and substrate bias 
voltage. 
 
7.2 Field Electron Emission of Diamond and Related Carbon-Based 
Films 
In the experiment, field electron emission properties of diamond films with 
different morphologies and compositions were studied. On the one hand, surface 
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morphology has great influence on the field electron emission properties of diamond 
films. Firstly, by reducing the grain sizes, the field electron emission properties of 
diamond films were enhanced due to the increase of effective emission areas. Secondly, 
diamond films with randomly oriented grains exhibit larger emission current than 
those with well-oriented grains. The enhancement of the field electron emission 
property is mainly due to the larger effective emission area of randomly oriented 
diamond films. Thirdly, for the diamond films with well-oriented grains, the field 
electron emission properties were enhanced with the decrease of top area of grains. 
The increase in the field enhancement factor is the main reason for field electron 
emission enhancement. In addition, special nanostructured diamond films with large 
aspect ratio, diamond nanocones, have been synthesized successfully. Superior field 
electron emission property was observed for diamond nanocones due to the very large 
field enhancement factor. The FEE properties of diamond nanocones can be further 
enhanced by depositing a layer of nanocrystalline diamond film on the top of 
nanocones, which is attributed to the local field enhancement in both microscale and 
nanoscale. 
On the other hand, the emission current of diamond films can be increased by 
increasing the sp2 phase concentration, which can provide more conduction channels 
for the electron emission. For diamond films synthesized using H2 and CH4, this can be 
realized by increasing the CH4 concentration during deposition. For diamond films 
synthesized using graphite etching, the sp2 phase concentration can be increased by 
decreasing the H2 flow rate during deposition. 
In general, microcrystalline diamond films exhibit lower emission current than 
nanocrystalline diamond films. Among nanocrystalline diamond films, diamond 
nanocones have larger emission current than the flat nanocrystalline diamond films but 
smaller emission current than the nanocomposite diamond films. Compared with 
various diamond films, graphitic nanocones show the strongest emission current of 180 
µA at a relatively low electric field of 13 V/µm. The corresponding emission current 
density (23.0 mA/cm2) exceeds the industry requirement for a field emission flat panel 
display (10 mA/cm2). The diamond nanocone films studied in this experiment have 
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maximum current density of 11 mA/cm2 at a higher electric field of 26 V/µm. Its 
application for FED is promising. 
The nonlinear Fowler Nordheim plots of graphitic nanocones were observed. It 
can be attributed to the influence of spatial nonuniformity in field enhancement factors 
of graphitic nanocones. A field electron emission model was also proposed to explain 
this nonlinear phenomenon. 
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